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This investigation surveys pertinent literature, from

1917 to 1982 inclusive, regarding artistic vibrato and

tremolo in singing. The contents are subdivided into indi-

vidual investigative reports by various vocal researchers.

Due to mounting confusion within the amassed literature, the

need for systematic organization and evaluation is evident.

Misunderstandings within the context of the literature and

misnomers within the terminology require clarification and

resolution.

The evaluation intends to produce a proper perspective

on vibrato and tremolo, eradicating some of the confusion

surrounding the terms. Artistic vibrato is recognized as a

desirable component in Western vocal music. In contrast,

tremolo is deemed a deviant vibrato, i.e., a vibrato which

deviates from artistic norms. The study attempts to clarify

the distinguishing traits of these two vocal phenomena.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Within the performance practices of Western vocal

music, the vibrato is a phenomenon characteristic of all

celebrated voices. Several studies by Carl Seashore and his

associates, including Joseph Tiffin and Milton Metfessel, at

the University of Iowa validate the overwhelming presence

of the vibrato in voices of most trained singers. In fact,

95 per cent of all artistic tones demonstrated by their sub-

jects contained vibrato.1 In addition, artistic vibrato

is considered a vital component of desirable voice quality;

furthermore, vocal vibrato seems to enhance the beauty of

tones. Voice teachers of the Western tradition advocate

vocal vibrato as a characteristic of pleasing voice quality

and train voices to acquire a suitable vibrato. To better

understand the nature of the artistic vibrato is a primary

concern to the conscientious vocal musician.

Another valid interest of the vocal musician is the

monitoring of deviant vibratos, i.e., vibratos which devi-

ate from desirable norms. The term tremolo in contemporary

Carl Seashore, "The Natural History of the Vibrato,"
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 17 (Decem-
ber, 1931), 623.

1
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vocal literature refers to a particular type of disagreeable

vibrato. Tremolo is presently considered undesirable. How-

ever, this term underwent an extended evolutionary process,

resulting in its present usage.

Terminology Dispute from the 17th to 18th Century

Based on the performance practices of the 17th century,

tremolo, or trillo, is defined as a particular type of vocal

ornament. The term is then redefined in the 18th century,

describing a grievous vocal phenomenon. This latter usage

corresponds to present-day terminology.

A distinction should be made between the current
usage of 'tremolo' to mean an excessive vibrato,
and the true vocal tremolo [the authors mean
trillo), which is a quick reiteration of the same
note. Although widely used in the 17th century
as a vocal ornament, the true vocal tremolo fell
into disuse and was known in the 18th century by
derogatory names such as Chevrotement and 2
Bokstriller, comparing it to the bleat of a goat.

Hence, tremolo summons up negative connotations in regard to

an improper technique of producing vocal vibrato.

Terminology Dispute in the 20th Century

Dispute over the terms vocal vibrato and tremolo

represents one area of former confusion. The desirability

of vibrato was considered a controversial issue in the

studies of the 1920's and 30's.

S. L. Hamlet and J. M. Palmer, "Investigation of
Laryngeal Trills Using the Transmission of Ultrasound
Through the Larynx," Folia Phoniatrica, 26 (1974), 363.
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That the vibrato was present in every voice
possessing any artistic quality had not gone
without notice. But whether it was a vice to
be deplored and eradicated or a virtue to be
praised and cultivated was a matter of dispute.3

Misapplication of the Terms Vibrato and Tremolo

Adding to the dilemma, several singers and teachers of

singing misnamed vocal vibrato as tremolo and proceeded to

use the terms interchangeably. According to reports made

by these teachers, this so-called 'tremolo' plagued the

majority of singers, averaging five out of every six.4

These statistics are entirely unsubstantiated and are mis-

representative of the artistic quality of voices. The

inventor Thomas Edison analyzed some thirty-eight hundred

recordings of singers to discover only twenty-two who sang

without ". . . the almost universal tremolo effect.,"5

In his evaluation, Edison also confused vibrato in voices

with tremolo.

A. H. Wagner, University of Iowa, attempted to resolve

the misunderstandings within this terminology.

Wagner calls attention to the fact that the
dispute among writers and teachers of voice

3Max Schoen, The Psychology of Music (New York, 1940),
p. 202.

4Ibid.

5
Thomas A. Edison, "An Interview with Thomas A. Edison

Regarding the Imperfections of the Human Voice," American
Magazine, 91 (March, 1921), 56.
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regarding the artistic value of the vibrato
arises from the failure to distinguish clearly
between vibrato and tremolo. There are irreg-
ular vibratos, and when such a vibrato becomes
conspicuously fast or slow in rate, or con-
spicuously wide in extent, it is commonly called
tremolo. Tremolos are therefore undesirable
vibratos, the desirable vibrato being a regular
and inconspicuous voice pulsation, and therefore
pleasing.6

Various other investigators, e.g., Schoen, Seashore,

Stanley, Bartholomew, and Reid, have tried to clarify these

terms. This interchanging of the terms vibrato and tremolo

wanes after much discourse.

Inconsistent Usage of the Term Tremolo

The definition of the term tremolo lacks clarity and

its usage lacks consistency to the point that some views of

the term are diametrically opposed. In some accounts, the

term tremolo is used in conjunction with wobble. Other

voice scientists do not employ the terms interchangeably,

but make a distinction. This generates more confusion.

The following table categorizes these conflicts in termin-

ology.

The majority of current studies seem to agree that

tremolo is an undesirable quality in the singing voice.

However, the fact that the precise definition of tremolo is

obscured does create discord in the literature. There is

6 Schoen, p. 209, citing A. H. Wagner, "Remedial and
Artistic Development of the Vibrato," The Vibrato, p. 167.
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TABLE I

TERMINOLOGY DISPUTE

Tremolo/Wobble
Distinction

No Tremolo/Wobble
Distinction

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Reid 1950 Zay 1917

Frisell 1966 Downing 1927

Rushmore 1971 Stanley 1945

Alderson 1979 Wilcox 1945

Rothman, Nielson, Field-Hyde 1946

and Hicks Christy 1961

little consensus among the vocal researchers as to whether

the tremolo is slow or fast in rate, wide or narrow in

extent, controlled or uncontrolled, or a myriad of other

possible traits.

Additional Confusion in the Literature

Due to the prevalence of these misunderstandings,

artistic vibrato and tremolo are sometimes associated with

inconsistent explanations. Three such contributors who

compound this dispute are F. K. Harvey and D. J. MacLean,

two engineers, and Fritz A. Kuttner, a musicologist. Their

articles express divergent ideas concerning artistic vibrato

and tremolo.
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Intending to supplement a demonstration of an elec-

tronic system, Harvey and MacLean submitted a paper

defining the terms vibrato and tremolo to the 1961 Audio

Engineering Society Convention. This electronic system is

designed to produce an artificial vibrato for entertainment

use. The two engineers described the beating effect of the

frequency shifter in musical terms. Harvey and MacLean

simply borrowed these two terms ". . . to convey the im-

pression it seems to create, " not intending to alter their

current meaning. Although the employment of these terms

seems somewhat unorthodox to musicians, the engineers

utilized only documented explanations, as recorded by

reputable voice researchers--Seashore, Bartholomew, Tolmie,

Curry, Olson, and Culver. Consequently, the terms vibrato

and tremolo retain their musical identity while describing

the humorous, vibrato-like effect produced by the apparatus.

Unfortunately, the scientists tended to use the terms inter-

changeably in their original article. Nevertheless, Harvey

and MacLean have maintained that they were employing musical

terms, alternating with engineering terms, to describe the

reproduction of an electronically modulated vibrato onto

recorded musical excerpts.

Musicologist Fritz Kuttner questioned Harvey and

MacLean's usage of the terms vibrato and tremolo.

7
F. K. Harvey and D. J. MacLean, "An Artificial Vibrato

for Entertainment Use," Journal of the Audio Engineering
Society, 10 (July, 1962),, 258.
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According to Kuttner, the two engineers misapplied and

erroneously redefined the terms. Therefore, Kuttner

attempted to eradicate the misunderstandings supposedly

evoked by the scientists. However, Kuttner described

vibrato and tremolo from his musical standpoint without

regard to the documented experimental data in pertinent

vocal literature.

The musicologist defined vocal vibrato as " . . a

small but fast fluctuation of pitch which may vary consid-

erably in intensity and speed, depending on the general

level of pitch and on the expressive contents." Based on

his terminology, intensity refers to width of pitch fluctu-

ations, speed to rate of these fluctuations. Kuttner

further elaborated that the width of these fluctuations

should remain well below a semitone. According to Kuttner,

"If it reaches the size of a semitone, it ceases to be a

vibrato and becomes a trill."8 These values of extent are

in direct conflict with the mean extent, on the average a

semitone, reported as acceptable by Seashore, Harvey and

MacLean, and other researchers.

Kuttner evaluated vibrato pitch oscillations in terms

of placement around "correct" or "ideal" intonation. In

Kuttner's estimation, pitch fluctuations of artistic

8FritzKuttner, "Vibrato, Tremolo and Beats," Journal
of the Audio Engineering Society, 11 (1963), 372.



vibrato reside above "correct" intonation.9 In other

words, the perceived pitch corresponds to the lower extent,

or trough, of vibrato cycles. In a report on the perceived

pitch of vibrato, John Shonle and Kathryn E. Horan examined

Kuttner's remark and asserted that Kuttner ". . . gave no

evidence or supporting citations for this claim."1 0

Kuttner's statement possibly agrees with the aural per-

ception of pitch rather than the actual physical parameters

of these pitch fluctuations. One investigator suggested

that ". . . subjective pitch can appear to be the same as

the true intonation. . *.i.l" In Seashore's judgment,

". . . the pitch of the vibrato is perceived to reside at

the mean value of the fluctuation." 12 However, other

investigations have uncovered valid evidence refuting

Seashore's claim. Nevertheless, the view taken by Kuttner

appears to be unsubstantiated by sufficient data.

In regard to performance practices, Kuttner affirmed

that first-rate vocalists ". . . usually begin a sustained

9Ibid.

10 John I. Shonle and Kathryn E. Horan, "The Pitch of
Vibrato Tones," Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 67 (January, 1980), 246.

11
F. K. Harvey and D. J. MacLean, "Vibrato and Tremolo

Re-examined," Journal of the Audio Engineering Society, 12
(1963), 66, citing W. E. Kock, "On the Principle of Uncer-
tainty in Sound," Journal of the Acoustical Society of
America, 7, 56.

12 Ibid., p. 66, citing Carl Seashore, Psychology of
Music, pp. 269-270.

8
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note with little or no vibrato and increase vibrato speed

towards the end of the tone." 13 This remark describes a

special term, "vibrato crescendo," as used by William

Vennard, and not the usual employment of vocal vibrato

by artists. Kuttner's explanation of vibrato in musical

practices denies that artistic vibrato is relatively

regular. 1 5

Kuttner explained the term tremolo as an ornament

based on historical performance practices. According to

Kuttner, tremolo is a ". . . sequence of pulses of the

same frequency, with minute periods of silence between

them. . . .i"16 The current usage of tremolo refers to an

unartistic vibrato in the singing voice. Kuttner obviously

failed to take into consideration the views presented in

the literature concerning vibrato and tremolo.

Analysis of the Confusion

Due to this mounting confusion within the amassed

literature, the need for systematic organization and eval-

uation is evident. From the standpoint of semantics, there

is a lack of clarity in the pertinent vocal literature.

13 Kuttner, p. 372.

14WilliamVennard, Singing: the Mechanism and the
Technic (New York, 1967), p. 235.

1 5 Kuttner, p. 372.

16 Ibid.
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Misunderstandings within the context of the literature and

misnomers within the terminology require clarification and

resolution.

The intention of this thesis is to clarify the distin-

guishing traits of vocal vibrato and tremolo. Artistic

vibrato is recognized to perform an important role in

Western vocal music. In contrast, tremolo is deplored and

discouraged. A critical examination of documented con-

clusions will be made to formulate more cohesive, feasible

explanations of artistic vibratos and unartistic tremolos.

Several pertinent ideas can be reviewed to derive a satis-

factory summary and evaluation. Guidelines may also be

specified for possible avenues of future research. From

this organization of data, it is hoped the subsequent

investigation will clarify these controversial aspects in

vocal music.



CHAPTER II

THE ARTISTIC VIBRATO

Opening Statements

Various studies on vocal vibrato enlightened the

musician as to the role which vibrato assumes in Western

vocal music. Researchers provided their objective evidence,

experimental data, theoretical conclusions, and evaluations

on the nature of vibrato. Defining the artistic vibrato

becomes difficult when subjected to the diverse and often

controversial persuasions. This investigation of several

reports furnishes the proper perspective on the vocal

vibrato and its artistic value.

Investigative Reports

Schoen Studies--1922-1940

The desirability of vibrato.--Prior to the Seashore

studies, Max Schoen conducted experiments with voices of

twenty persons, ranging in age and vocal abilities, to

determine the significance of vibrato in vocal expression.

Schoen defined artistic vibrato as ". . . a basic funda-

mental attribute of an effective singing voice." In

1Max Schoen, The Psychology of Music (New York, 1940),
p. 205.

11
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keeping with this definition, his studies asserted that

vocal vibrato is the means by which an artist conveys

emotion in a performance situation.

Characteristic norms of vibrato.--Schoen attributed

certain characteristics to its artistic form. The artistic

vibrato must maintain a relatively constant rate, approxi-

mately 6 pulses per second. Concerning the pitch and

intensity factors in vibrato, Schoen concluded that ".

the pulsations consisted of rhythmical pitch changes of a

certain extent. . . . These pitch changes are accompanied

by intensity changes, the pitch and intensity changes being

coordinated and therefore simultaneous."2 Based on his

investigations, Schoen presented the following judgment:

The voice that possesses the most constant
vibrato, constant in its presence in the tones
throughout the range of the singer's voice and
of an amplitude and intensity not obtrusive to
the ear, but of sufficient intensity to be eas-
ily audible, has the best effect on the hearer,
provided the other factors that enter into
artistic singing are present.3

Physiology of vibrato.--In regard to its cause, Schoen

formulated the theory that "the vibrato is a manifestation

of the general neuro-muscular condition. .. 1" Schoen

2Ibid., p. 203

3 Jacob Kwalwasser, "The Vibrato," Contributions of Voice
Research to Singing, edited by John Large (Houston, 1980),
p. 221, citing Max Schoen, "The Pitch Factor in Artistic
Singing," Psychological Monographs, 31 (1922).

4Ibid.
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surmised that ". . . tremors in the laryngeal suspensory

muscle system caused pitch fluctuation, and that intensity

variations had their origin in the base of the tongue."5

From these observations, Schoen proposed that neuro-

muscular tremors are responsible for pitch and intensity

fluctuations in vibrato. Schoen associated this neural

muscular effect, characterizing the singing organism, with

the esthetic preference of vocal vibrato. According to

Schoen, "The psychological effect of the vibrato is probably

due to the fact that the human ear has because of the

behavior of muscle under emotional stress, come to associate

trembling with emotional experiences."6

Evaluation.--Since Schoen's experiments, his con-

clusions on artistic vibrato have been subjected to exten-

sive examination by various vocal researchers, including

Jacob Kwalwasser. One of his criticisms was that the vari-

ability factor in the acceptable vibrato rate was not taken

into account. Considering the fact Schoen did not have

ready access to sophisticated instrumentation, it is

commendable, however, that many of his findings still seem

valid.

5,
Michael Smith, "The Effect of Straight-Tone Feedback

on the Vibrato," The NATS Bulletin, 28 (May-June, 1972), 28,citing Schoen, "The Pitch Factor in Artistic Singing."

6 Kwalwasser, p. 221, citing Schoen, "The Pitch Factor
in Artistic Singing."
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Seashore Studies--1925-1947

The desirability of vibrato.--According to the Seashore

group of researchers at the University of Iowa, the artistic

vibrato merits significance as a vital characteristic common

to all renowned voices. From the experiments of Milton

Metfessel, vibrato is recognized to be essential for the

beauty, warmth, and vitality in vocal quality. By his anal-

ysis of famous singers' voices, the necessity of a smooth,

regular vibrato is given credence.7  Seashore ascribed, "The

fact that the vibrato in voice occurs automatically whenever

the person sings with genuine feeling indicates that it is

an inherent mode of expression in the esthetic mood."8 The

Seashore group concluded that beautiful singing requires an

artistic vibrato. Therefore, vibrato is an integral part of

desirable voice quality.

The universality of vibrato.--The universality of

vibrato in artistic singing is noted from their acoustical

studies. To the researchers at Iowa, this objective evi-

dence confirms the continuous presence of vibrato in singing

tones, averaging about 95 per cent of the time. 9 Vocal

7 Milton Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices,"
The Vibrato, edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1,
115.

8 Carl Seashore, In Search of Beauty in Music (New York,
1947), p. 62.

9Carl Seashore, "The Natural History of the Vibrato,"
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 17 (Decem-
ber, 1931), 623.
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vibrato begins at the moment of attack and persists through-

out phonation; therefore, vibrato is not an ornament applied

only on part of the note.1 0

Characteristic norms of vibrato.--The principal ele-

ments of vibrato are: pitch, intensity, and timbre. These

elements generally maintain certain norms in their ideal

state. According to the experimental studies of Carl

Seashore, "A good vibrato is a pulsation of pitch, usually

accompanied with synchronous pulsations of loudness and

timbre, of such extent and rate as to give a pleasing

flexibility, tenderness, and richness to the tone."" The

effect is pleasing when it produces this desired flexibility,

tenderness, and richness of tone quality without accentu-

ating the separate pulsations.

Rate of vibrato.--One important property of vibrato

is the rate of pulsing. On the average, the rate of the

vibrato is 6.5 cycles per second (cps). 12 This speed is uni-

form in respect to range; i.e., both high and low tones will

10 Carl Seashore, Psychology of the Vibrato in Voice
and Instrument (Iowa City, 1936), 3F 530

11 Ibid., p. 7.

12 Carl Seashore, Psychology of Music (New York, 1967),
p. 35.
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have the same rate. In a subsequent study, L. Sjcstrom

reported no change in rate between loud and soft dynamics.13

Pitch and intensity vibrato.--Above and below the

pitch are regular, periodic oscillations which occur within

a semitone interval, on the average. On the degree of

intensity variation, the vibrato ranges from 0 decibels

(dB) at a pianissimo dynamic to 10 decibels (dB) at a forte

dynamic. Average extent of the intensity vibrato is 2.4 dB,

according to the studies by Joseph Tiffin.15 However, the

intensity vibrato is present only 70 per cent of the time

whereas the pitch vibrato is present 95 per cent of the time

in the artistic voices analyzed by Tiffin.1 6

Timbre vibrato.--Periodic changes in timbre also occur

in vibrato. Seashore defined the timbre vibrato as ". . . a

periodic pulsation in the harmonic structure of a complex

tone. Every periodic change of pitch of a complex tone

causes a parallel periodic change in each of its partials." 7

1 3 L. Sjostrnm, "Experimentellphonetische Untersuchungen
des Vibratophanomens der Singstimme," Acta Oto-Laryng.,
67 (1948), 123.

14Seashore, "The Natural History of the Vibrato,"
p. 623.

15 Joseph Tiffin, "The Role of Pitch and Intensity in
the Vocal Vibrato of Students and Artists," The Vibrato,
edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1, 156.

16 Ibid., pp. 162-163.

17 Seashore, Psychology of Music, pp. 45-45.
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Analyses of these tones show an enormous wealth of vari-

ations in tone colorings. Rothschild's study of the timbre

vibrato furnished enlightening results.

Within the duration of the vibrato cycle, the
wave changes form radically, going through a
cycle of forms and returning to the original
shape. Furthermore, the changes appear regu-
lar within the cycle, that is there appears to
be a periodic change in timbre with a change
in pitch in the vibrato. This change in wave
form may be explained either by a relative
change in intensity of the partials or a change
in phase of the partials.1 8

Based on the examination through the Henrici harmonic

analyzer, the first and final wave forms indicated strength

in the second partial. Whereas, the second fifth waves

showed a strong third partial. The third and fourth waves

illustrated an energy increase in the first partial. 19 In

Seashore's estimation, timbre and intensity fluctuations in

vibrato play a secondary role when compared to the pitch

fluctuations. 20

Regularity of vibrato.--The investigations of Jacob

Kwalwasser uncovered data concerning the regularity of

artistic vibrato. Kwalwasser discovered that ". . . mere

1D. A. Rothschild, "The Timbre Vibrato," The Vibrato,
edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1, 239.

19 Ibid., pp. 239-242.

20 Seashore, "The Natural History of the Vibrato,"
p. 623.
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fluctuations do not necessarily result in the vibrato. The

fluctuations must be progressive and cyclic in nature in

order to produce the vibrato."21 Lack of regular configu-

ration in pitch and intensity fluctuations creates tones

without a vibrato. Artistic vibrato demands a regular

pattern for these fluctuations, according to Kwalwasser's

findings. The ideal vibrato is primarily free from irregu-

larity and smooth, approaching a perfect sine curve for

each cycle.22

Phase relationships of vibrato.--Various phase rela-

tionships between pitch and intensity vibratos are

described by Seashore.

The relation of pitch to intensity presents
three basic forms: forty percent of vibratos
are parallel, that is, the high pitch coincides
with the greater intensity; about 30 percent
are opposite, that is, there is a reversed re-
lationship; in about 50 percent, though
synchronous, there is a partial shift in
phase.23

Based on these statistics, the pitch and intensity fluctu-

ations usually pattern some form of a synchronous vibrato

cycle. Other researchers have observed only opposite phase

relationships in vibrato. In his 1957 report, G. Sacerdote

2 1Kwalwasser, "The Vibrato," p. 212.

22 Carl Seashore and Milton Metfessel, "Deviation from
the Regular as an Art Principle," Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, 11 (January-December, 1925), 541.

2 3 Seashore, "The History of Vibrato," pp. 624-625.
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noted that the pitch and intensity cycles in a select group

of professional singers' vibratos were 180 degrees out of

phase.2 4

Psychoacoustic factors in vibrato.--Although vibrato is

composed of fluctuations in pitch, intensity, and timbre,

the ideal vibrato is perceived by the listener as a fusion of

these successive variations into a single predominant pitch.

The beauty of vibrato lies in this aural illusion.25 Based

on Seashore's data, the listener also discerns only a

fraction--approximately one-fourth to one-half--of the actual

physical extents of pitch and intensity fluctuations.26 This

statement receives confirmation by Tiffin's results from his

experimental study on the pitch and intensity factors in

vibrato.2 7

Another normal illusion which functions in vibrato is in

the perceived pitch intonation. In spite of the extent of

pitch, intensity, or timbre fluctuations, intonation is heard

as an even, mean pitch identifiable with the sung pitch.2 8

The mean pitch lies between the crest and the trough of

vibrato cycles.2 9

G. Sacerdote, "Researches on the Singing Voice,"
Acoustica, 7 (1957), 61.

25 Seashore, "The History of Vibrato," p. 626.

26 Schoen, p. 208.
27 Tiffin, p. 234.

28 Seashore, "The History of Vibrato," p. 626.

2 9 Seashore, Psychology of Music, p. 39.
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Desirable vibrato is virtually inconspicuous to the

listener. As described by Seashore, ". . . perception of

the vibrato as beautiful rests upon one's being subject to

these illusions."3 0  His term sonance explains the overall

perception of vibrato.

Only recently have investigators presented valid evi-

dence which questions the Iowa researchers' position on the

relationship between vibrato cycles and mean pitch. Johan

Sundberg, affiliated with the Royal Institute of Technology

in Stockholm, Sweden, determined that "the average funda-

mental frequency . . . appears to be closer to the linear

average than the frequency lying midway between the ex-

tremes in the modulation curve."31 John Shonle and Kathryn

E. Horan also reported a variance upon the Seashore view.

Based on their experiments, the two researchers discerned

that ". . . the pitch of vibrato tones . . . is the mean

pitch, with the geometric mean being somewhat better fit

than the arithmetic."32 Results from these investigative

reports cast doubt on this aspect of the perceptual illu-

sions surrounding vocal vibrato, as attested by Seashore and

his fellow researchers.

Seashore, "The History of Vibrato, p. 626.

3 1 Johan Sundberg, "Effects of the Vibrato and the
'Singing Formant' on Pitch," Journal of Research in Singing,
5 (June, 1982), 15.

3 2 John I. Shonle and Kathryn E. Horan, "The Pitch of
Vibrato Tones," Journal of the Acoustical Society of America,
67 (January, 1980), 251.
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Physiology of vibrato.--The Iowa investigators failed

to ascertain the precise physiology of vibrato.

We do not yet have a complete solution of the
physiological explanation of the vibrato. It is
clear . . . that the vibrato is one of the basic
neuro-muscular periodicities observable not only
in the voice but in various parts of the body;
. . . that in the vibrato there are higher peri-
odicities of two or three orders, riding on the
vibrato wave; and that the vibrato is allied to
the tremor.3 3

Vibrato physiology is an area which is somewhat deficient in

the Seashore investigations.

Upon reviewing the research by Kenneth Westerman, the

Iowa investigators' position concerning vibrato physiology

is supported. Based on his experiments, Westerman explained

that ". . . vibrato is the effect upon tone of this neuro-

muscular rhythmic pulse from the central nervous system made

possible only when the physiological conditions of tone pro-

duction are perfect enough to release and maintain that

rate." Under these circumstances, an artistic vibrato

emerges. According to Westerman, "The average pulse rate

of action currents sent to muscles in condition of tonus is

five to seven per second."34 This correlates with the

accepted rate of vibrato.

3 3 Seashore, "The History of Vibrato," p. 625.

3 4 Kenneth Westerman, "The Physiology of Vibrato,"
Music Educators Journal, 24 (March, 1938), 49.
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Subsequent investigations by Westerman uncovered addi-

tional data on the controls of amplitude and pitch vibrato.

He deduced the following:

Surges of energy through the pulses of tonus,
tremor, and tetany of regulated respiration are
responsible for amplitude vibrato, while the
balanced flexibility of the intrinsic muscula-
tures of phonation, with their regulating action
currents are reflected in the pitch vibrato.3 5

The investigations conducted by Westerman verify the pro-

duction theory reported by Seashore. Victor Fields and Van

Christy also agree with the neurological explanation.

From his laboratory evidence, Metfessel recorded two

physiological forms of the artistic vibrato: abdominal

(or breathing musculature) vibratos and supra-laryngeal

. 36vibratos. A supposition concerning the possible excel-

lence of supra-laryngeal vibratos is presented by

Metfessel.

In listening to these different vibratos, it was
noticed that those involving the muscles above
the larynx sound richer than those involving the
diaphragm. We assumed that a muscle oscillation
above the larynx would add a certain amount of
variation in the resonating chambers and so

35 Kenneth Westerman, "The Vibrato: A Specific Integra-
tional Emergence Upon Fusure of Somatic Rhythms," Journal
of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 6 (March-December, 1941),
157-158.

36 Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices," pp.
81-82.
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produce a timbre vibrato along with the pitch
vibrato.37

The Iowa voice researchers alluded to subsequent studies

intending to determine the ". . . biological significance

of the neuro-muscular principles which operate in the

phenomenon of vibrato." 3 8

Individuality in vibratos.---From their experiments,

Seashore and his associates surmised that the vocal vibrato

contains certain properties which gravitate toward accept-

able norms. In spite of that, individual differences in

the vibrato components, especially in the extent of the

pitch factor, require special consideration in evaluating

a singer's voice.3 9

Since it is not true that all artistic singers
have a vibrato of the same pitch extent or the
same rate, the artistic vibrato cannot be de-
fined in terms of a general average. Such an
average does not even indicate the type of
vibrato which most great singers use, as the
majority of such singers will fall either above
or below theaverage, few if any agreeing with
it exactly.4 0

3 7 Ibid., 82.

38Carl Seashore, "Introduction," The Vibrato, edited by
Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1, 11.

39 Tiffin, p. 146.

40 Ibid.
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Metfessel also concluded that "these properties vary within

certain narrow limits without upsetting the equilibrium."41

The variability of the vibrato takes place not
so much on a single tone, as from one tone to
the next. That is to say, the vibratos in one
tone may remain substantially the same; but in
the next tone, while they are again internally
fairly consistent, they are changed.4 2

In Metfessel's estimation, the artistic element of vibrato

stems not so much in its overall extent as from its vari-

ance in extent from tone to tone.43 Even Seashore alluded

that "a uniform vibrato, even in the most perfect form,

becomes monotonous and fails to function in phrasing, inter-

pretation, and expression of the individuality of the

performer."44 Artistic vibrato is therefore defined in

terms of its unique employment by the individual artist.

Esthetic preference of vibrato.--According to Carl

Seashore's concluding remarks, "No singing can be good

without the vibrato. . .. "1145Vibrato is deemed a virtue

by the researchers at the University of Iowa. Nevertheless,

Milton Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Celebrated Voices,"
The Scientific Monthly, 28 (January-June, 1929), 218.

42 Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices," p. 40.
43 Schoen, The Psychology of Music, p. 206, citing

Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices," p. 116.

44 Seashore, In Search of Beauty in Music, p. 63.

45 Ibid., p. 62.
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Tiffin conceded that ". . . the vibrato is, at this time,

an essential part of what is now considered artistic sing-

ing. . . . No attempt is made to prophesy future artistic

taste nor to justify current preferences in terms of ulti-

mate esthetic principles." 4 6

Evaluation.--All the experimental studies on the

vibrato at the University of Iowa were accomplished by

either the phoneloscope and a motor picture camera or the

phonophotograph apparatus, an instrument with a strobo-

photograph camera and a vacuum tube voltmeter as components.

In his investigative reports, Kenneth Westerman evaluated

the phoneloscope and phonodyke types to determine their

accuracy. Westerman recommended the avoidance of these

potentially fallible instruments.4 This report comes nine

years later in 1941 after the monumental study by Seashore

and his associates.

In the University of Iowa investigations, the above

instruments were utilized to formulate answers. These in-

struments photographed vibrato from phonograph records, the

primary source of the artistic vibratos. Speed of the

phonograph records by renowned artists was slowed down and

otherwise altered to test the vibrato rate and extent. This

4 6Tiffin, p. 165.

47 Westerman, "The Vibrato: Emergence Upon Fusure of
Rhythms," p. 155.
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creates problems in the accuracy of their measurements.

Concern for maintaining controls while testing a particular

variable is lacking at times, increasing the margin of

error.

However, the work accomplished by Carl Seashore and his

colleagues represents an impressive achievement in the field

of vibrato. The following reports have indicated similar

conclusions: Obata et al, 1934; Westerman, 1938; Bartholo-

mew, 1942; Fields, 1947; Sjostrom, 1948; Reid, 1950; Olson,

1952; Oncley, 1952; Winckel, 1953; Gemilli et al, 1954;

Bjorklund, 1960; Pommez, 1962; Luchsinger and Arnold, 1965;

Taylor, 1965; Vennard, 1967; and Rushmore, 1971. This

magnitude of corroboration indicates the reliability of the

Iowa researchers' data.

Stanley Studies--1924-1945

Areas corroborating with the Seashore Studies.--A con-

temporary of Carl Seashore, Douglas Stanley, also conducted

studies on the vibrato to confirm its artistic norms.

Stanley concurred with Seashore and his associates that

" . one characteristic common to all great voices . .

is the vibrato." He stated further that "any tone which

lacks vibrato is of definitely unpleasant quality, and

lacks life, vibrancy, dramatic force, pulse and accurate

4 8 Douglas Stanley, "All Great Voices Have one Charac-
teristic in Common," The Etude, 52 (1934),, 254.
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intonation. . . . Thus, musical interpretation is impos-

sible without a legitimate vibrato. . . ."49

The findings of Stanley conform to the Seashore

studies on the acceptable vibrato rate. Stanley judged

that the ideal vibrato rate is approximately 6-6.2 cycles

per second.50 Stanley's data also corroborated with

Seashore's statements concerning timbre vibrato.

As the fundamental varies, its overtones will
also change so that we have the effect of con-
stantly fluctuating fundamental and overtones.
-0-0-It is, in all probability, this fluc-

tuation with regard to pitch and intensity
which gives the vibrancy and beauty to a tone
which is produced with the proper vibrato.5 1

Areas in conflict with the Seashore studies.--However,

Stanley's data disagreed with the Iowa researchers' results

concerning the pitch and amplitude variations in vocal

vibrato. He supported the view that vibrato is primarily

a fluctuation in intensity instead of pitch.

The vibrato consists of a periodic swelling and
softening of the tone accompanied by a slight
rise and fall of the pitch. This pitch change,
however, is practically imperceptible to the

49 Douglas Stanley, Your Voice: Applied Science of
Vocal Art (New York, 1945), p. 31.

50 Ibid., p. 169.

51 Stanley, "All Great Voices Have One Characteristic,"
p. 254.
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ear except at the high intensities, when the
vibrato is extremely broad.52

He surmised that the vibrato varies directly with loudness

of the tone. According to Stanley, "The quality of the tone

is impaired if the amplitude or pitch variation is not

adjusted properly for the intensity, although some variation

is permissible for emotional effects." The intensity vi-

brato ranges from 0 dB at a pianissimo dynamic to 10 dB at

a fortissimo dynamic. The extent of pitch vibrato varies

from 0 at pianissimo to as much as a whole tone at fortis-

simo. Extreme fortissimo singing has vibrato with a

pitch variation up to three semitones.54 Therefore, he

deduced there is no vibrato at a pianissimo dynamic level.

But as the tone is swelled the vibrato appears, and

as the intensity rises it becomes broader and broader, so

that at fortissimo it is extremely pronounced." 55 Stanley

eventually conceded that most vibrato in singing falls under

norms confirmed by the Seashore studies. Only the extreme

dynamics alter these norms in pitch and intensity variations.

John Wilcox agreed with Stanley's results concerning

the absence of vibrato at pianissimo dynamics. In his book

Douglas Stanley, The Science of Voice, 5th ed. (New
York, 1958), p. 84.

53 Stanley, Your Voice, p. 32.

Ibid., p. 169.

55 Stanley, The Science of Voice, p. 85.
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The Living Voice, Wilcox reported, "The vibrato is the

natural pulsation that is present in every correctly pro-

duced tone when sustained at any degree of dynamic intensity

beyond the pianissimo."56 Van Christy mentioned that "the

properly produced vibrato tends to reduce in amplitude as

tonal volume decreases, until it disappears entirely."5 7

Physiology of vibrato.--Based on his experimental

study, Stanley asserted that the vibrato is produced from

periodic nerve impulses applied to the entire muscular

system utilized in phonation.5 8

The vibrato is, from the physiological stand-
point, a vibration on a tension. The nerve
impulses should, under proper conditions, be
applied, at one and the same instant, to the
muscles of the larynx, pharynx, and thorax re-
leased and reapplied, etc., very rapidly.5 9

He added that ". . . it is not humanly possible for a

singer to hold the tension for the proper adjustments of

the larynx, pharynx, and thorax for a full, free tone with-

out this physical release of the 'on' and 'off' application

56 John Wilcox, The Living Voice: A Study Guide for
Song and Speech, rev. ed. (New York, 1945), p. 45.

57 Van Christy, Expressive Singing, Vol. 2 (Dubuque,
1961), p. 44.

58 Stanley, "All Great Voices Have One Characteristic,"
p. 254.

5 9 Stanley, Your Voice, p. 167.
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of the nerve impulse."6 Stanley later theorized that the

movement of the diaphragm, with its small but definitely

sensed amplitude, actuates the vibrato.6 1

Stanley inferred from his physiological study that

these periodically applied impulses affect the phase

relationships of pitch and intensity in vibrato. "If the

nerve impulses to the larynx, pharynx, and thorax are not

in phase, the high frequency point of the vibrato may occur

at the point of low intensity."62 In Stanley's opinion,

vocal vibrato results from nerve impulses applied to all

the muscles used in phonation.

Evaluation.--The investigative data collected by

Stanley aroused controversy among the voice scientists. In

the estimation of the Seashore researchers, Stanley did not

fully substantiate his remarks on the relation of pianissimo

singing and vibrato. "While Stanley claims a scientific

basis for his work, no objective evidence is presented to

support his statement that 'the vibrato disappears at

pianissimo'. . 0.*."63 The analysts at the University of
Iowa stated that "Stanley must have been relying on his ear

and not voice photographs. . .64

60Ibid., p. 169. 61Ibid., p. 172. 62Ibid., p. 170.
63 Arnold H. Wagner, "Remedial and Artistic Development

of the Vibrato," The Vibrato, edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa
City, 1932), 1, 167.

64 Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices," p. 88.
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After examining his conclusions, it is realized that

Stanley confused the aural fusion of a tone with the lack of

vibrato heard in a tone at pianissimo. In artistic singing,

the vibrato is present in both soft and loud dynamics. The

findings of Schoen, Kwalwasser, and Metfessel confirm this

omni-presence of vibrato.

Contrary to Stanley's position, most artistic singing

does not contain vibrato with marked extent variations in

pitch and amplitude. In varied dynamics, vibrato rate and

extent remain the same.

Bartholomew Studies--1934-1942

The desirability of vibrato.--In the investigations of

Wilmer Bartholomew at the Peabody Conservatory in Maryland,

good voice quality in male voices is defined. Four charac-

teristics inherent in desirable quality are discerned, with

vibrato as the first characteristic.

Good voice quality is inseparably connected with
a smooth and fairly even variation occurring
around a central mean about 6 or 7 times a second
in usually all three of the variables: pitch,
intensity and timbre.6 5

This definition of vocal vibrato and its attributes corrob-

orates the Seashore studies. Bartholomew concluded that

Wilmer Bartholomew, "A Physical Definition of 'Good-Voice Quality' in the Male Voice," Contributions of VoiceResearch to Singing, edited by John Large (Houston, 198T)
p. 293.
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vibrato is ". . . the most important single determinant of

tone quality."6 6

Regularity of vibrato.--The significance of Bartholo-

mew's studies is realized in the analysis of the wave forms

within one vibrato cycle. Bartholomew recorded the vibrato

cycle at four successive instants on film. From his evalu-

ation, he discovered that the wave at one peak could be

superimposed on the wave of the next peak, ". . . with such

considerable coincidence as to cause one to marvel at the

precision of the vocal musculature. . . ." Regularity in

the vibrato cycles gains preeminence as a determinant of

artistic vibrato. "The importance of an even vibrato to

the satisfying quality of a voice appears to be considerably

greater than formerly realized,"6 7 according to Bartholomew.

His results substantiate regularity as a vital component in

discerning good voice quality.

Physiology of vibrato.--Bartholomew theorized that the

true vocal vibrato is produced ". . . by some natural

physiological cause, such as a neural or muscular period of

some sort, and probably for the purpose of resting the voice

66 Wilmer Bartholomew, "A Survey of Recent Voice Re-
search," M.T.N.A. Proceedings, Report of the Musical TeachersNational Association (1937), p. 125.

67 Bartholomew, "A Physical Definition of the Male
Voice," p. 293.
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mechanism by changing the 'set.'"68 This position coin-

cides with the explanation of the Seashore school. Also,

it supports the view taken by J. Large and S. Iwata on the

production of vibrato. In the latter experimental study,

the vocal musculature is explained as ". . . alternately

working and resting in vibrato. "6 9

Bartholomew also surmised that the vibrato is an in-

voluntary action employing large groups of muscles.

According to Bartholomew, vocal vibrato ". . . involves

directly or indirectly many or all of the muscles involved

in the singing act, from the abdominals to the lips."7 0

The functional controls of vibrato possibly result from a

synergy between two or more groups of muscles involved in

phonation.

Evaluation. --The investigative work of Wilmer Bartholo-

mew further corroborates the reports from the University of

Iowa researchers. The evidence presented by Bartholomew

increases the understanding of vocal vibrato, as well as

accredits the Seashore studies.

68 Bartholomew, "A Survey of Recent Voice Research,"
p. 126.

69 John Large and Shigenobu Iwata, "Aerodynamic Study
of Vibrato and Voluntary 'Straight Tone' Pairs in Singing,"
Contributions of Voice Research to Singing, edited by John
Large (Houston, 1980), p. 284.

70 Bartholomew, "A Survey of Recent Voice Research,"
p. 126.
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Deutsch and Clarkson Studies--1951-1959

Physiology of vibrato.--A control loop theory is sub-

mitted by J. A. Deutsch and J. K. Clarkson as a possible

explanation of vocal vibrato control. A delayed auditory

feedback technique is utilized to yield a change in the

normal activity of a singer's control loop. Deutsch and

Clarkson reported a correlation between frequency vibrato

control and auditory input by the singer.

We find that if a delay is interposed between the
subject's singing a note and afterwards hearing
it, the time taken for one cycle of fluctuation
increases directly with the interval of incorpo-
rated delay, and that the same is true of the
amplitude of the deviation from the note he is
attempting to sing.7 1

Although rate and extent of frequency vibrato are affected,

the singer's reaction time in determining the error is

significantly lower than anticipated. Deutsch and Clarkson

surmised that the mean reaction time is 0.10 second. In

their estimation, ". . . this very low figure should be

substantially smaller." Based on their experimental data,

the vocal vibrato is perceived as the result of a control

loop sensor.7 2

In a subsequent investigation, Michael Smith supported

the control loop theory, as recorded by Deutsch and Clarkson.

7 1 J. A. Deutsch and J. K. Clarkson, "Nature of the
Vibrato and the Control Loop to Singing," Nature, 183 (Janu-
ary, 1959), 167.

72 Ibid., p. 168.
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Straight-tone feedback is employed in order to mask the

singer's ability to check the pitch variation in his voice.

The results of Smith's study indicated similar findings.

The extent of vibrato is determined in part in
the individual singer by the acoustical situ-
ation which allows him to continuously monitor
his own voice. . . . Straight-tone feedback
has decreased the extent of vibrato to a degree
which would indicate support for the view that
the activity of a control loop and, thus,vibrato is diminished when the ear is deprived
of its ability to detect pitch variation.7 3

Aural feedback, in the form of a control loop process,

assists the singer in amending the pitch deviation, or

error, and establishing vocal vibrato. "Once the cycle has

been set in motion by the first corrective laryngeal adjust-

ment, the pattern will continue throughout the phonation,

and is perceived as vibrato."74 Smith formulated certain

conclusions pertaining to the significance of the control

loop theory.

The control loop theory somewhat removes the
vibrato from the realm of pure physiology in
that the factors which determine frequency modu-lation and extent here originate as products ofacoustic-kinetic forces, that is, due to the
acoustic situation, a body or mass (vocal cord)is continually energized as a result of its ownmotion (pitch fluctuations as a corrective
mechanism). A singer produces this kind of
energy during phonation while he is hearing his

73 Smith, "The Effect of Straight-Tone Feedback on theVibrato," pp. 31-32.

4Ibid.,p. 28.
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own voice (auditory feedback). If this auditoryevent is a principle determinant of vibrato, thenthe physical actions of the muscles or muscle
groups, which actually cause pitch fluctuations,
are of secondary importance.75

Evaluation.--In the estimation of Deutsch, Clarkson

and Smith, the control loop theory furnishes potential

insight toward determining the origin of vocal vibrato.

However, both experimental studies primarily utilized

untrained singers as subjects. Subsequent investigations

should consider using professional singers to further sub-

stantiate the theory.

Mason and Zemlin Study--1966

Definition of vibrato.--Additional contributions to

vibrato physiology were made by Robert Mason and Willard

Zemlin. According to these researchers, the phenomenon

called vocal vibrato is considered ". . . an acoustic

representation of one of the most rapid and continuous

changes in pitch and intensity that the human mechanism is

capable of producing. "76 Based on this definition, Mason

and Zemlin endeavored to ascertain the physiological seat

of vibrato.

7 5 Ibid.

76Robert Mason and Willard Zemlin, "The Phenomenon ofVocal Vibrato," Contributions of Voice Research to Sinedited by John Large (Houston, 1980), p. 241.
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Physiology of vibrato.--Mason and Zemlin conducted an

electromyographic study with four subjects. Their scien-

tific experiment described the activity in the laryngeal

region and adjacent structures, i.e., mechanisms relating

to vibrato production. The laryngeal tensor system, laryn-

geal elevator system, laryngeal depressor system, and

breathing musculature were areas under consideration in the

EMG recordings.

On the basis of muscle areas sampled, Mason and Zemlin

concluded that "the cricothyroid muscle appears to be a

primary mechanism for regulation of modulations that occur

in vibrato." 7 7  According to their results, "this activity

was generally in phase with the crests of the pitch and

intensity modulations." 78 A relationship is noted between

postural position and cricothyroid muscle activity. The

posture essential for laryngeal photography seems to modify

normal muscle activity in the larynx and surrounding struc-

tures.

The amount of voltage generated by the cri-
cothyroid muscle during vibrato appeared to vary
according to the posture in which the subjects
produced vibrato. During high speed laryngeal
photography, the cricothyroid exhibited more
activity with less flexibility in recorded pitch
and intensity, suggestive that the cricothyroid
was engaged in compensatory activity imposed by
the postural situation.7 9

77Ibid., p. 259. 78Ibid., p. 256.

79 Ibid.
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As activity of the cricothyroid muscle increases, the

mylohyoid muscle acts out of phase, or during troughs of

vibrato. Mylohyoid activity diminishes when cricothyroid

activity returns to normal. This minimizes the importance

of the mylohyoid muscle in vibrato production.80 No corre-

lation is indicated between vocal vibrato, muscles of

respiration, and muscles which lower the larynx.

No casual link was revealed between the activity
in the breathing musculature and laryngeal de-
pressor mechanism, and vibrato production.
Whatever activity occurred during vibrato in
these systems was varied, non-predictable, andapparently not essential to vibrato production.8 1

Additional areas evaluated in study.--Acoustical data

and internal laryngeal behavior were subsequently analyzed.

The acoustic report revealed synchronous pitch and intensity

fluctuations, averaging 5 per second. Pitch fluctuations

have a mean extent of a semitone; amplitude fluctuations

average around 2 dB.8 2

From the laryngeal recordings, vocal fold activity

during vibrato corresponds to nonvibrato production. The

cycle per second sequence of the vocal folds is not associ-

ated with pitch and intensity fluctuations.83 Based on

their data, ". . . there are apparently no characteristics

of vocal fold behavior which correlate to the pitch and

80Ibid., p. 257. 81Ibid.

82Ibid., p. 251. 83Ibid., p. 256.



intensity changes in vibrato.8 Vibrato production is not

related to vocal fold action.

The findings of Mason and Zemlin support the laryn-

geally regulated theory concerning vibrato production. The

cricothyroid muscle is determined as a primary regulator

in vocal vibrato control. The action of the mylohyoid

muscle, working out of phase with the cricothyroid muscle,

suggests that a synergism of opposing muscles possibly

produces vibrato.

Similar results by Katsuki, Faaborg-Andersen, Rubin,
and Arnold give credence to the position of Mason and Zemlin.

From an electromyographic study, Vennard, Hirano, and Ohala

also noted a mutual relation between high phases of the

pitch vibrato and energy peaks in the intrinsic and extrin-

sic muscles of the larynx.85 Numerous vocal researchers

give credit to this musculature as the determining factor

of vocal vibrato.

Evaluation.--Subsequent investigations support Mason

and Zemlin's conclusions regarding the physiological cause

of vocal vibrato. However, the concluding statements of

Mason and Zemlin could have received more validity by

employing more subjects in their data input. An erect

84 Ibid., p. 259.
85William Vennard, Minoru Hirano, John Ohala, "Laryn-geal Synergy in Singing," The NATS Bulletin, 27 (October,1980), 19.
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postural position, similar to normal vocal production, could

have also been maintained. Additional documentation is

warranted in order to substantiate or refute the experimen-

tal findings of Mason and Zemlin.

Appelman Studies--1967-197l

Definition and characteristic norms of vibrato.--In

his book The Science of Vocal Pedagogy, Ralph Appelman

defined the vocal vibrato as ". . . a vocal ornament that

is directly related to the sensation of support."8 6

Appelman determined that the acceptable rate of vibrato is

between 5 and 7 pulses per second.87 These vibrato rates

correspond to figures recorded by the Iowa researchers.

However, Appelman asserted that the rate can be varied

through muscular control, i.e., muscles of respiration.

"To assume that the vibrato rate should be constant is to

say that the breath pressure should not vary regardless of

the drama, intensity, or repose of the musical phrase."88

According to Appelman, extent of the pitch fluctuations

should not exceed one-quarter of a tone; these fluctuations

need to be equidistant from the center of the sung pitch.8 9

This desirable variation is narrower than that accepted by

Seashore and Bartholomew.

Ralph Appelman, The Science of Vocal Pedagogy
(Bloomington, 1967), p.~23.

87Ibid., p. 24. 88Ibid., p. 25. 89Ibid., p. 24.
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Physiology of vibrato.--Concerning vibrato production,

Appelman supported the notion of the respiratory and abdomi-

nally controlled vibrato. From his cinefluoroscopic

observations of the abdominal muscular functions, Appelman

deduced certain conclusions about vibrato physiology.

It is physiologically controlled by the muscles ofrespiration, and is thereby, basically, a respira-
tory function assisted by coordinated laryngeal
controls. It is produced by minute alterations ofbody pressures which are reflected in undulations
of the breath column. This variation in subglottic
air pressure causes the pitch to rise and fall asthe singer attempts to control the pitch by keepingthe mass, length, and tension of the vocal foldsconstant. The rate at which the pitch fluctuates
depends upon the balance of the suspended tensionof two muscle groups, (a) the antagonist muscu-
lature of expiration and (b) the infrahyoid andthe suprahyoid muscular groups for laryngeal
stabilization.9 0

Therefore, Appelman determined that vocal vibrato originates

from a synergism of the muscles of respiration and the

muscles of laryngeal control.

In an electromyographic investigation, Ethel Smith

acquired evidence to substantiate Appelman's position.

Smith's investigation attempted to determine relationships

between the action of abdominal muscles and the rate of

vocal vibrato. The study revealed that controlled pressure

90 Ibid., pp. 23-24.

91
Ethel Smith, "An Electromyographic Investigation ofthe Relationship Between Abdominal Muscular Effort and theRate of Vocal Vibrato," The NATS Bulletin, 26 (May-June,1970), 4 .
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applied to expiratory muscles results in an alteration of

the ratio of muscular action potential to the rate of

vibrato in singing.92

R. H. Stetson, a Dutch laryngologist, concluded that

there is a relationship between vibrato rate and the

respiratory system. He suggested that oscillations origi-

nating in the rib-cage musculature during singing correlate

with vibrato rate. He further remarked, ". . . The pitch

changes in vibrato might occur as a function of air-pressure

variations beneath the vocal folds resulting from tremors

that originate in the rib-cage musculature."93 From these

reports, the production theory advocated by Appelman is

supported through experimental data.

Evaluation.--In his text on vocal pedagogy, Appelman

presented vibrato from a physiological standpoint. Certain

characteristics are explained in terms of their functional

controls. However, the information provided by Appelman is

generally limited to the respiratory controlled vibrato

theory. His description of vocal vibrato related to this

single concept.

92Ibid., p. 15.

Mason and Zemlin, "The Phenomenon of Vocal Vibrato,"p. 243, citing R. Stetson, "The Breathing Movements inSinging," Archives Nederlandaises de Phonetique Experimentale,
6 (1931), 115.
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Large and Iwata Study--1971

Artistic interpretation in vibrato.--John Large and

Shigenobu Iwata presented an opposing view of Seashore's

claim that 95 per cent of all artistically sung tones con-

tain vibrato. The singing by Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau of

Robert Schumann's Liederkreis, Opus 24, was recorded on a

sonograph to determine the amount of voluntary straight

tone utilized by the artist. In the total song cycle, use

of straight tone averaged 40 per cent. "Lieb' Liebchen,

leg's Handchen," the fourth song in the cycle, rated the

highest percentage of straight tone, 70 per cent.

Fischer-Dieskau employed straight tone in this lieder

for artistic and expressive purposes. In a personal corre-

spondence to John Large, the artist cautioned singers in

the use of straight tone in performance.

Only such singers who possess an absolute, re-
liable sense for the right placement, and still
more certainly in the fine art of transition tothe vibrato should use straight tones. Most
likely, if one uses textual interpretation, themain possibilities for use will be found incompositions which tend towards declamation
rather than musical line.9 4

From their experimental data, "the total cycle average of

40 per cent straight tone certainly raises a question with

9494Letter from Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, singer-musician,Berlin, Germany, July 16, 1970.
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regard to Seashore's claim that vibrato is found in 95 per

cent of all artistically sung tones."9 5

Rate and phase relationships of vibrato.--The studies

of Large and Iwata also examined Seashore's measurements on

vibrato rate and waveform relationships. Seashore found

the vibrato rates of 5 to 8 cycles per second, averaging

6.5 pulsations, esthetically pleasing. In Large and Iwata's

investigation, vibrato rates ranged from 4.8 to 6.7 cycles

per second.9 6  These rates averaged significantly lower than

the 6.5 pulsations, characteristic of ideal vibrato in

Seashore's estimation.

Between frequency and amplitude vibrato, three phase

relationships are accounted by Seashore. Large and Iwata

reported only parallel vibrato relationships, i.e., syn-

chronous waveforms in pitch and intensity vibrato, in all

three registers. Various ideal norms, including those on

rate and waveform relationships, are subjected to the

scrutiny of recent investigators, such as Large and Iwata.97

Evaluation.--Large and Iwata's findings may be indic-

ative of possible changes in current artistic taste.

Acknowledgment of certain norms in artistry is evidence of

Large and Iwata, "Aerodynamic Study of Vibrato andVoluntary 'Straight Tone' Pairs in Singing," p. 283.
9 6Ibid.

97 Ibid.
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one's esthetic preference. Current vibrato rates suggest a

wider range of acceptance. Other acoustical characteristics

of vibrato, such as the extent, regularity, and waveform of

the fluctuations, reflect the diversity of current artistic

interpretation. However, the present-day norms of artistic

vibrato do not necessarily indicate the definitive stand-

point.

Shipp, Leanderson, and Sundberg Study--1980

Rate of vibrato.--In the experimental study of Shipp

and his two associates, mean rate of artistic vibrato is

questioned from the earlier, accepted norm of 6.5 pul-

sations. This current analysis compared ten professional

singers in the Stockholm Opera Company performing similar

vocal tasks. Both male and female artists exhibited an

overall slower vibrato rate, 5.4 and 5.9 respectively.9 8

These results conform to the findings of Large and Iwata.

Vibrato differences between males and females.--The

Shipp investigation reported the first variance of vocal

vibrato rate in regard to sex.

The finding. . . of the significant difference
in vibrato rate between men and women is one that
has not been reported previously. It should be

9Tom Shipp, R. Leanderson and Johan Sundberg, "SomeAcoustic Characteristics of Vocal Vibrato," Journal ofResearch in Singing 4 (December, 1980), 21.
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noted, however, no other study to date has com-
pared such a large group of male and female
professional singers producing similar vocal
tasks.9 9

As to the reason why male and female singers show dissimi-

lar vibrato rates, attention turns to the neuro-muscular

influence on producing vocal vibrato.

Perhaps the female subjects in the present study
were somewhat more apprehensive about the nature
of the experiment than were the male subjects
and, therefore, their sympathetic nervous sys-
tem's reaction to this environment influenced
their vibrato rate so that it averaged about
one-half cycles/sec. faster than the male
singers.0

In a 1926 report, Jacob Kwalwasser noted a contrast in

pitch and intensity fluctuations of vocal vibrato between

men and women. Kwalwasser ascertained that "men's voices

do not fluctuate as much in either pitch or intensity as

do women's voices." 101 However, vibrato rate was not a

factor discussed in this investigation.

Physiology of vibrato.--In these voice scientists'

estimation, ". . . vibrato is produced by selective acti-

vation and inhibition of neural impulses in the critical

99 Ibid., pp. 22-23.

10 0 Ibid., p. 24.

10 1 Kwalwasser, "The Vibrato," p. 220.



muscle groups throughout the vocal tract."102 This view

resembles Westerman's theory on vibrato production. Shipp

and his colleagues elaborated on the nature of neural

impulses.

The first is one to provide sufficient magnitude
to set the basic level of muscle contraction to
adjust the vocal folds to vibrate at the desired
target pitch. A second neural component can thenact as an alternating current (AC) to modulate
this basic contraction level; that is, to increase
and decrease cricothyroid muscle contraction ina rhythmic pattern that results in systematic
pitch changes above the target pitch.103

According to the Shipp investigation, the fluctuations in

pitch emerge as vibrato.

Evaluation.--Based on this survey, rates of artistic

vibratos fluctuate within agreeable boundaries. One ideal

vibrato rate, which is pleasing to every listener, remains

to be proven. Further research is needed to document the

possible differences in vibrato rate between males and

females.

Conclusions

This evaluation of literature devoted to the artistic

vibrato and its characteristics has attempted to determine

the role of vibrato in Western vocal music. Contributions

of Carl Seashore and his colleagues are the most extensive

10 2 Shipp, Leanderson and Sundberg, p. 24.

10 3 Ibid., p. 23.
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in the literature. The Seashore group pioneered research

in many aspects of the vocal vibrato; e.g., reputable

acoustical data on vibrato is reported. With improvements

in instrumentation, recent investigators have uncovered

more precise and verifiable facts on the vocal vibrato and

its desirable norms. From the examination of this liter-

ature, certain conclusions may be formulated regarding the

characteristics of the artistic vibrato.

1. Vibrato usage is acceptable and usually desirablein the performance of Western vocal music.

2. Vibrato usually consists of periodic pulsations
in three variables: pitch, intensity, and
timbre.

3. These pulsations are regular overall and rela-
tively constant.

4. The rate of the pulsations averages around 6 cps,ranging from 3 to 12 cps. (See Appendix A,
number 2)

5. The extent of the pulsations in pitch approxi-mates a musical semitone, varying from a quarterto a wholetone. (See Appendix A, number 2)

6. The average pitch of vibrato corresponds to its
fundamental frequency.

7. The extent of the intensity pulsations averages2 to 3 dB, with a variance of 2 to 10 dB.
(See Appendix A, number 3)

8. Phase relationships between the three variablesrange from parallel to opposite, with the major-ity in some form of a synchronous relationship.

9. Consistency of the vibrato cycles on a singlenote is preferred, providing a pleasing aural
fusion.
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10. Variations in these norms, within artisticboundaries, express interpretation andindividuality of the performer in a musicalsituation.

11. In regard to vibrato production, there arefour documented concepts: respiratory andabdominally regulated, laryngeally regulated,neurally regulated, and aurally regulated,or control loop mechanism. (See Appendix A,number 4)

12. Voice teachers, who train in the Westerntradition, sanction the presence of vibratoin voices. The instructional methods util-ized by these teachers are diverse inapplication. (See Appendix A, number 5)



CHAPTER III

THE TREMOLO

Opening Statements

In the literature, considerable information is devoted

to the deviant vibrato and its characteristics. Deviant

vibratos, i.e., vocal vibratos which gravitate away from

desirable norms, subdivide into two major categories: ex-

cessive vibratos and insufficient vibratos. Examples of

excessive vibratos are the tremolo and the wobble; narrow

vibratos and involuntary straight tone are types of insuf-

ficient vibratos. These terms, although attempting to

describe the nature of a certain deviant vibrato, occa-

sionally lead to confusion and misinterpretation. The

terminology eventually digressed into an array of diverse

theories. This survey intends to synthesize the varied

sources of one particular unartistic vibrato: the tremolo.

Investigative Reports

Edison Interview--1921

Misapplication of the term tremolo.--A 1921 interview

with Thomas A. Edison revealed the confusion of the terms

vibrato and tremolo. He regarded any fluctuation of pitch

in the voice as tremolo. Therefore, Edison asserted that

50
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vocal vibrato, or tremolo as he called it, is a definite

imperfection in most voices. In order to procure soloists

for recordings on his new phonograph, his agents in Europe

and America conducted phonographic experiments on some

thirty-eight hundred voices. With the exception of twenty-

two singers, all the recorded voices exhibited ". . . extra-

neous sounds and the almost universal tremolo effect." In

Edison's opinion, "There has been no means found for cor-

recting it. Most singers cannot sustain a note, without

breaking it up into a series of chatterings, or tremolo."1

Assuming that vibrato is a flaw, Edison believed that "if

this defect could be eliminated, nothing would exceed the

beauty of the human voice, but until this is done there will

be only a few singers in a century who can emit pure notes

in all registers."2

Evaluation.--In the Music Educators Journal, Kenneth

Westerman concluded that "the results of his [Edison's] re-

search brought out the simple fact that . . . vibrato was

found to be practically universal among accepted artists of

all nationalities." Only twenty-two singers, out of the

thirty-eight hundred voices examined, demonstrated tones

without the so-called "tremolo." Westerman also stated that

Thomas A. Edison, "An Interview with Thomas A. Edison
Regarding the Imperfections of the Human Voice," American
Magazine, 91 (March, 1921), 56.

2Ibid., p. 57.
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Edison's voice even had vibrato.3 According to Westerman,

Edison misnamed vibrato, calling it tremolo. In his book

Psychology of Music, Max Schoen also discerned that Edison

meant vibrato and not tremolo since ". . . the tremolo is

rare in singers. "4 Edison's meaning of the term tremolo is

evaluated as a misunderstanding and a misapplication of the

terms vibrato and tremolo.

Seashore Studies--1925-1947

Definitions of tremolo.--At the University of Iowa,

Carl Seashore and his associates conducted experiments to

ascertain a specific meaning for the term tremolo. The

Iowa researchers encountered a tangled web of controversy

within the reported definitions of the term. Based on their

studies, the tremolo is considered ". . . an exaggerated

vibrato in the sense that it beats impertinently against

one's ears, and forces attention to itself at the expense

of a more or less fused impression."5 A. H. Wagner labeled

"irregular vibratos, and those with conspicuously fast or

slow rates or conspicuously wide extents. . .1"6 as tremolo.

3Kenneth Westerman, "The Physiology of Vibrato," Music
Educators Journal, 24 (March, 1938), 48.

4Max Schoen, The Physiology of Vibrato (New York,
1940), p. 202.

5Milton Metfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices,,"
The Vibrato, edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1, 91.

6Arnold Wagner, "Remedial and Artistic Development of
the Vibrato," The Vibrato, edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa
City, 1932), 1, 167.
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Metfessel expanded the term by associating ". . . any

factor which interferes with the saliency of the vibrato

pitch, or the evenness of the vibrato pulsation"7 with

the disagreeable tremolo. Although Seashore and his fellow

researchers attempted to define the term, no meaning clearly

described tremolo.

A solution intended to remedy the terminology

dispute.--Due to the mounting confusion in meanings, the

Iowa researchers recommended the relegation of the term

tremolo from accepted terminology.8  Seashore suggested

that tremolo is a nondescriptive term which needs to be

avoided.

I shall here make a very radical recommendation
to the effect that we scrap once and forever
the term tremolo, on the ground that all possi-
ble periodic pulsations in pitch, intensity, or
timbre of tone are covered by the generic term
vibrato, and that with a knowledge of all the
possible variants of periodic pulsations which
we call the vibrato, we may describe every con-
ceivable form "good," "bad," or "indifferent,"
and be specific in indicating what we mean.
This will take care of the tremolo as an exces-
sive pulsation, of tremolo as an irregular
pulsation, and all other conceivable conno-
tations for periodic pulsations in tone within
musical tolerance, and enable us to say exactly
what we mean. . . . It is not possible to
identify tremolo by simply saying that it is
a bad vibrato, because there are all shades of

7 Metfessel, p. 116.

8 Wagner, p. 167.
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transition between a good vibrato and a bad
one.9

Hence, the term tremolo fails to distinguish any particular

form of vibrato.

Characteristics of clinical vibratos.--Hereafter,

Seashore and his associates described the vibrato as normal

or clinical. Under clinical descriptions, the vibrato is

evaluated as one kind of pulsation or another. Variations

in the physiological structure determine the cause of a

particular unartistic vibrato; these variables contribute

to its disturbing prominence. Potential physiological

factors of an undesirable vibrato are wide extents, slow

rates, fast rates, irregularity, excessively wide intensity

and timbre fluctuations, and too great rigidity.1 0

Metfessel conceded, however, that certain physiological

factors override others in importance.

There are other factors probably more influential
than extent which account for the pulsing effect
of the vibrato becoming so prominent that it
attracts attention to itself and breaks the per-
ception of the voice as a whole, an essential
condition to beauty.

The whole problem of the prominence of the
vibrato in a voice revolves around auditory
fusion. . . . At the slower rate . . . the vi-
brato is less of a unity, since it is completely
broken up at between four and five cycles per

9 Carl Seashore, "The Vibrato, Good, Bad, Indifferent
and Ideal," Psychology of the Vibrato in Voice and Instru-
ment (Iowa City,~.1936),, 3, 152-153.

10 Metfessel, p. 91.
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second. Although not appearing in singing voices
so frequently, too fast a rate, such as in the
flutter, also attracts attention more than the
artistic vibrato rates.1 1

Unartistic vibrato rates exist below 5.5 and above 8.5

cycles per second (cps).12 "Beyond these limits either way

is detractive of beauty." The undesirability of these rates

is explained as a lack of blending of two notes into one.13

"If the rate is too slow, the whole voice gives an effect

of laboriousness, heaviness, and sluggishness; the rate

can also be too fast, going to the other extreme and having

too much life." 1 4

The experiments conducted by Metfessel proved that

excessively wide intensity and timbre pulsations are

significant factors in producing a disagreeable vibrato,

or tremolo effect.

It is possible that when either the intensity or
timbre factors get too wide they hinder not only
their own fusion but also the fusion of pitch.
. . . If the intensity or timbre factors do not
interfere with the saliency of a single steady
pitch, their prominence is probably not too
great for artistic performance.1 5

His results are derived from recordings of trained adults

singing with an artificially produced tremolo.

11 .,12
Ibid., p. 86 Ibid., p. 32.

13 . ,14Ibid., p. 114. Ibid., p. 32.

1Ibid., p. 88.
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Some unartistic vibratos are products of a noisy tone

from the vocal folds. The noise results from rapid alter-

ations in amplitude and form from wave to wave. "Again,

some pulsations which are called tremolos may not be

disagreeable because of the pulsing itself, but because of

what goes into the tone to be pulsed. "1 6

Seashore and his associates concluded that unartistic

vibrato differs from artistic vibrato in ". . . degree of

a good many factors, and not that the one has one kind of

a factor and the other another.," Even disagreeable

vibratos, when heard in a song which requires "agitated

singing," are invariably considered satisfactory to the

listener. 18

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--Pedagogically

speaking, the Iowa investigators advised the refinement of

undesirable vibratos. Vocal teachers should make every

attempt to correct students' vibratos to within accepted,

artistic limits. 19 In the experimental study of A. H. Wag-

ner, practical teaching methods are introduced to correct

vibratos with unacceptable rates and extents. Vibratos

with conspicuously fast rates are remedied by rhythmic

16 .17Ibid., p. 94. Ibid., p. 92.

18 Wagner, p. 175.

19
Joseph Tiffin, "The Role of Pitch and Intensity in

the Vocal Vibrato of Students and Artists,'" The Vibrato,
edited by Carl Seashore (Iowa City, 1932), 1, 135.
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breathing exercises. The pulsations can be easily sensed

at the "breathing muscle," or diaphragm.2 0

Too fast vibratos of wide extent are not dif-
ficult to control through influence of rhythm.
On the other hand, vibratos of the fluttering
type are difficult to check with the metronome
or modify as to rate until the center of con-
trol is shifted to the region of the diaphragm.2 1

Fast, fluttering vibratos are seemingly controlled in the

pharyngeal area.22

Working from the theory that fluttering vibratos
are caused by alternate contraction and relax-
ation of too small a group of muscles, the
correction of the fault was conceived to lie in
shifting the center of control from the throat
to the region of the diaphragm. Panting in a
subjective rhythm of fours and the "warm breath
exercise" were therefore used in order to direct
the singer's attention to the muscles employed
in the deeper control of a slower rate. In-
structions were also given to hold the throat
firm enough to stop the trembling, and at the
same time to keep the neck and jaw muscles
relaxed. . . . The deeper control of the vi-
brato having been established, the metronome
technique for control of rate became effective.2 3

The foregoing conclusions are substantiated from Wagner's

teaching experiences.

Evaluation.--Carl Seashore's position of the term

tremolo created ample controversy. Seashore proposed to

20 Wagner, p. 199.

21Ibid., p. 203. 22Ibid., p. 199.

23 Ibid., p. 199-201.
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discard the term, replacing it with clinical descriptions

of vibrato. In Seashore's estimation, these descriptive

labels would clearly define what is meant. Contrary to

Rushmore's account in The Singing Voice, 24 Seashore did

not intend for tremolo to be replaced by simply the term

"bad vibrato." Seashore merely stated that the term

tremolo had been used in recent years to distinguish a bad

vibrato. He did not advocate this usage due to the fact

each listener has his own conception of what is bad

vibrato.2 5

Cornelius Reid reprimanded Seashore for his usage of

bad vibrato as a generic term for any undesirable vibrato.

The extent of the confusion may be judged when a
scientific investigator of the status of Carl
Seashore publishes the results of his laboratory
experiments (Psychology of Music) and refers to
"good vibratos" and "bad vibratos." Of course,
there is no such thing as having a "bad vibrato,"
and the term is self-contradictory.2 6

Taken in context of the literature, the term bad vibrato

could aptly refer to all undesirable vibratos, deviating

from artistic limits. Therefore, the term is not considered

to be contradictory.

24 Robert Rushmore, The Singing Voice (New York, 1971),
p. 162.

25 Seashore, 3, 152.

26 Cornelius Reid, Bel Canto: Principles and Practices,
3rd ed. (New York, 1978), p. 135.
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In "The Physiology of Vibrato," Kenneth Westerman

sanctioned the position of Carl Seashore. He suggested that

all vocalists should rally to his support. Seashore's

decision to dismiss the term tremolo may be drastic, but

definitely not unsubstantiated in light of the confusion

within the field.

The physiological factors of an unartistic vibrato are

appropriately included in the Iowa reports. Their recom-

mendation to refine unartistic vibratos in terms of accept-

able, artistic standards is commendable. However, the view

of Seashore and his colleagues on approving "disagreeable

vibratos, "27 within the context of musical interpretation,

is atypical of the position taken by the majority of voice

researchers.

Stanley Studies--1924-1945

Terminology.--In the words of Douglas Stanley, the

vibrato is regarded as ". . . a vital concomitant of good

singing." 28 According to Stanley, good voice quality is

hampered by a vibrato which lacks regularity in rate, in

extent of pitch oscillations, and in range of intensity

variation.2 9  Stanley clearly distinguished the artistic

27 Wagner, p. 175.

28 Douglas Stanley, Your Voice: Applied Science of
Vocal Art (New York, 1945), p. 171.

29 Ibid., p. 170.
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vibrato from the deviant and undesirable tremolo. "It

must be perfectly clear that there is no similarity what-

ever between vibrato and tremolo. The tremolo--a serious

technical fault--takes the form of either a wobble or a

mere quiver of the voice. . . ." 30 Stanley did not, how-

ever, make a distinction between tremolo and wobble.

Characteristic traits of tremolo.--From Stanley's

descriptions, the nature of the tremolo is presented with

specific characteristics. Tremolo is physiologically

caused by ". . . a fluctuating change in the size and shape

of the resonanting cavities. . . .1"31

It consists primarily of a flutter on constriction,
i.e., a flutter of the tongue. Only a throaty
singer has a tremolo. . . . As he continues to
abuse his voice, this tetanic fluttering may
spread from the tongue, which will be seen to
move in and out with the tremolo action, to the
jaw, which will also come into sympathetic tetanic
action.

This tetanic movement which causes the trem-
olo is generally of higher frequency than is the
vibrato movement and . . . has a frequency of
7 to 11 flutters per second.3 2

Besides the distinguishing property of rate, tremolo is

void of intensity variations. "Inasmuch as the muscles of

the thorax are not involved in the tremolo action, one

30 Douglas Stanley, The Science of Voice, 5th ed. (New
York, 1958) , p. 86.

31 Douglas Stanley, "All Great Voices Have One Charac-
teristic in Common," The Etude, 52 (1934)1, 255.

32 Stanley, Your Voice, p. 171.
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would expect the intensity variation to be absent, as

indicated in these oscillograms."3 3

Contrary to his theory on the absence of vibrato at

pianissimo dynamics, the tremolo occurs in both loud and

soft dynamics.34 Regardless of intensity, the tremulous

effect characterizes a singer's entire range. This pro-

duces a displeasing quality.

Violent tremolos.--Based on his observations, Stanley

ascertained varying degrees of tremolo. Stanley qualified

tremolos according to their specific origin and type of

acoustical effect. Certain tremulous effects are labeled

under violent tremolos.

Sometimes the tremolo action is so pronounced that
it involves the entire suspension of the larynx.
Under such circumstances all the manipulations
which can be employed should be brought to bear
on the elimination of this shocking wobble, which
may have a pitch excursion of a fifth or even
more.

There is also a violent tremolo which seems
to be seated in the larynx and is probably a re-
sult of excessive tension of the thyroarytenoid
muscles. This tremolo is the result of a viru-
lent form of muscular mixed register. . . .35

Tremolo-vibratos.--Stanley classified another form of

deviant vibrato which is similar to tremolo.

33 Ibid.

34 Stanley, "All Great Voices Have One Characteristic
in Common," p. 255.

35 Stanley, Your Voice, p. 176.
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There is, however, a type of vocal movement which
is between the vibrato and the tremolo, despite the
fact that the true vibrato and the absolute tremolo
are entirely different phenomena. This "tremolo-
vibrato" movement is far more vigorous. . . .36

Although produced from constriction, tremolo-vibrato is

attributed to a ". . . fluttering action of the tongue which

goes from opening to closing tension. The true vibrato is a

movement on opening tension only, and the absolute tremolo

on constriction only."3 7

Distinctions between tremolo-vibratos and tremolos.--

Regarding pitch fluctuations, the tremolo-vibrato has rela-

tively wide variations. In contrast, the absolute tremolo

has a frequency fluctuation that ". . . is so small as to

be negligible." 38 Another distinctive feature between

tremolo-vibrato and tremolo is the rate of pulsations. Al-

though the tremolo is associated with rapid oscillations,

tremolo-vibrato may be almost any rate: fast or slow.

If the tone is soft, it may be very rapid, when
the resultant sound is a sort of bleat. This
bleat can also occur at rather high intensity,
when the tone is badly forced. Very often the
frequency is slow when the tone is relatively
loud, and the movement may take the form of a
slow, most unpleasant, wobble.3 9

36 Ibid., p. 172. 37Ibid.

38 . K. Wolf, D. Stanley, and W. J. Sette, "Quanti-
tative Studies on the Singing Voice," Journal of the Acous-
tic Society of America, 6 (1935), 261.

3 9 Stanley, Your Voice, p. 31.
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Vibrato-tremolos.--By reversing the wording, Stanley

reported another deviant vibrato. The vibrato-tremolo is

the least destructive form, according to Stanley.

It flutters from opening to closing tension with
the balance of tension to the opening side. The
frequency of this movement is often too slow,
although it may be too fast, or even of the
proper (vibrato) frequency--about six a second.4 0

This undesirable vibrato is characterized by wide and

erratic pitch oscillations. A voice afflicted with a

vibrato-tremolo lacks the proper breath coordination, cre-

ating a sense of insecurity in the tone.

A vibrato-tremolo may be distinguished from a true
vibrato by reason of the fact that the tongue does
not hold firm and the breathing muscles are not
properly involved in the movement. This is so,
even when the frequency is about six a second.
The tone which has vibrato-tremolo, instead of
true vibrato lacks firmness and real pitch
definition.41

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--From Stanley's

viewpoint, the tremolo types are technical problems which

are common in singing voices. "Virtually every pupil starts

with . . . some form of tremolo . . .,42 Eliminating this

fault is a prime directive in properly training the voice.

Stanley subscribed to a coordinated action between the

40 Ibid.

41 Ibid.

42 Ibid., p. 175.
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thorax, larynx, and tongue, and a readjustment of the

pharyngeal resonators in correcting the tremolo.4 3  Stanley

also recommended the use of the tongue instrument to check

the tremolo.44 This "lamentable fault"45 demands proper

attention in order to eradicate its presence.

Evaluation.--F. C. Field-Hyde commented on Stanley's

conclusions concerning tremolo. Dissident to Stanley's

viewpoint, Field-Hyde remarked about the discrepancies made

by Stanley on the nature of tremolo and the inflicted

singer. Stanley stated in his works that "only a throaty

singer has a tremolo." According to Stanley, this tension

in the pharyngeal area leads to possible sympathetic vibra-

tions of the epiglottis, tongue, and jaw.46 Field-Hyde

argued that "a throaty tone which is steady cannot communi-

cate its non-existent tremolo to the jaw or tongue!"4 7

Field-Hyde even doubted the sound judgment of Stanley's

remarks. "This statement stimulates a desire to know

whether the authors [Stanley and Maxfield] have done any

vocal teaching, or indeed, had any vocal or musical

43Ibid., p. 172. 44Ibid., p. 175.

Ibid., p. 171

F. C. Field-Hyde, Vocal Vibrato, Tremolo and Judder:
Their Nature, Causes, and Treatment (London, 1946),
p. 5.

47 Ibid., p. 8.
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148
training!" In Field-Hyde's estimation, the confusion

between vibrato and tremolo stems from such authors as

Stanley. 49 Field-Hyde further warned the inexperienced

teacher to guard against advice from these authors.5 0

Likewise, the Iowa researchers criticized Stanley's

explanation concerning the causation of tremolo. Stanley

believed that the tremolo ". . . is the result, not of a

periodically applied impulse, but of a fluctuating change

in the size and shape of the resonating cavities--probably

a fluttering of the epiglottis. "51 In the judgment of the

Seashore investigators, Stanley should not have restricted

the possible causes of tremolo to one overall causation.

This statement. . . should have been more guarded,
because the tremolos of voice students were a mat-
ter of too great "a periodically applied impulse,"
as well as too great "change in the size and shape
of the resonance cavities."5 2

This critique adheres to their view that a tremolo is caused

by differences in degree of numerous factors.

The works of Douglas Stanley introduce diverse degrees

of one phenomenon, the tremolo. These subdivisions produce

more inconsistencies within the terminology. Stanley's

48 49 50Ibd, 4Ibid. Ibid., p. 7. Ibid., p. 4.
51 Stanley, "All Great Voices Have One Characteristic

in Common," p. 255.

52MiltonMetfessel, "The Vibrato in Artistic Voices,,"
1, 92.
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lack of cohesiveness in dealing with the term tremolo over-

rides his case for specificity. Although Stanley included

some experimental data, more information based on experi-

mental findings could have further substantiated the

validity of his terminology and its distinctions.

The pedagogical methods recommended by Stanley to cor-

rect the tremolo are primarily mechanistic and direct in

approach. Stanley even advocated the use of the tongue

instrument to manipulate the configuration of the pharyngeal

cavity. These procedures should be tempered with caution

on the part of teacher and student.

Bartholomew Studies--1934-1942

Characteristic traits of tremolo.--Wilmer Bartholomew

reviewed in 1937 a representative portion of the literature.

He included a selective view concerning the tremolo and its

traits. Only opinions which are compatible with his own are

discussed.

Bartholomew determined that the rate of the tremolo

can vary either faster or slower than the accepted 6 or 7

cycles per second. The tremolo is also perceived to be

physiologically associated with vibrato.

The vocal tremolo is closely related neurally
to the vibrato, but is caused by incoordinated
muscular tension and expresses itself as an
inartistic extreme of one or more of the three
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variables, or by a departure from the evenness
of their variation.5 3

This view is in direct conflict with the position of

Cornelius Reid. Reid stated that "the physiological cause

of the tremolo is in no way related to the vibrato and the

two owe their being to separate modes of tone production."5 4

Physiology of tremolo.--In Bartholomew's Acoustics of

Music, tremolo is explained as a symptom of throaty vocal

production. According to Bartholomew, a coordinated action

between the upward-pulling muscles of swallowing and the

downward-pulling muscles of the larynx is necessary to

prevent an irregular tremolo. This simultaneous action is

evaluated by the laxness or tenseness of the palatoglossus

and palatopharyngeus muscles, or anterior and posterior

pillars, in the velum region. The pharyngeal area narrows

when the pillars are too tense for good tone productiQn,

creating conditions for a tremolo.5 5

Evaluation.--The 1937 survey by Bartholomew typifies

a safe, but narrow concept on the tremolo due to the

omission of opposing ideas and data. However, Bartholomew's

53
Wilmer Bartholomew, "A Survey of Recent Voice Re-

search," M.T.N.A. Proceedings, Report of the Musical Teachers
National Association (1937), p. 126.

54 Reid, Bel Canto, p. 139.

55
Wilmer Bartholomew, Acoustics of Music (Englewood

Cliffs, 1942), p. 153.
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research indicates that many vocal researchers associate

a throaty sound with tremolo. According to this survey,

F. Brodnitz, J. Maxfield, C. Reid, R. Rushmore, and

D. Stanley have corresponding views regarding the associ-

ation of tremolo with throaty vocal production. The above

corroboration supports the probability that this aspect

which characterizes the tremolo is accurate.

Muhlmann Study--1936

Comparison of the terms vibrato and tremolo.--In the

Musical Teachers National Association Proceedings of 1936,

Adolf Muhlmann attempted to differentiate vocal vibrato and

tremolo. According to Muhlmann, "the vibrato is a natural

regular pulsation" which every voice needs to develop. The

most desirable rate of pitch pulsations in vibrato, in the

estimation of Muhlmann, is between 6.2 and 6.6 cycles per

second. 56

On the other hand, Muhlmann regarded the tremolo as

an irregular pulsation or one that has a frequency

from seven to ten double variations per second." He

reasoned that tones with a tremolo alter the rich quality

and pulsating life which vibrato provides. In regard to

its production, Muhlmann described the tremolo as ". . . the

result of wrong coordination of muscles. It therefore can

56 Adolf Muhlmann, "Vibrato and Tremolo," M.T.N.A.
Proceedings, Report of the Musical Teachers National Associ-
ation (1936), p. 159.
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be cured by the right coordination of muscles." Muhlmann

did not recommend at that time any pedagogical methods to

correct a tremulous voice.57

Evaluation.--From Muhlmann's report, the vibrato is

perceived to be a desirable trait in voices. Whereas, the

tremolo is an undesirable trait. Muhlmann accurately

designated in a capsulized version certain characteristics

of the vocal vibrato and tremolo.

Wilcox Study--1945

Definition and pedagogical view of tremolo.--In The

Living Voice by John C. Wilcox, the term tremolo is defined

as either ". . . a rapidly waving 'bleat' with very small

pitch diversion, or a slow, uneven 'wobble.' The 'bleat'

is due primarily to tension of interfering muscles and the

'wobble' to weakness of muscles in the breathing tract or

the larynx." 5 8  Wilcox labeled two extremes of undesirable

vibrato under a single generic term, tremolo. According

to Wilcox, the problem of tremolo should not be directly

approached when attempting to correct this imperfection.

Singers troubled by a persistent tremolo fre-
quently make the mistake of seeking for some
device to cure this specific fault. . . . It
will automatically disappear when the weak
muscles are strengthened through proper

57 Ibid.

58 John Wilcox, The Living Voice: A Study Guide for
Song and Speech (New York, 1945),, p. 45.
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exercise or the interfering muscles are inhibited
from interfering. The afflicted singer should
forget the tremolo and work to establish a cor-
rect general habit of using his voice. When such
a correct habit is achieved the tremolo will have
vanished. Any attempt to eliminate the tremolo
through holding the tone steady would merely
intensify muscle interference, make the tone
rigid and destroy the natural vibrato.5 9

Evaluation.--Besides Wilcox, no vocal researchers

advise a singer afflicted with a tremolo to ignore the

problem. The recommendation given by Wilcox to perfect

one's vocal production is not unmerited. However, his

instructions for achieving a sound technic are sketchy at

best.

F. C. Field-Hyde Study--1946

Definition of tremolo.--F. C. Field-Hyde expressed his

views and those contemporary with him on the tremolo.

According to Field-Hyde, the tremolo is one of the three

principal types of unsteadiness in voices.6 0

Tremolo, or "wobble" as it is often expres-
sively called, is vibrato intensified, a more
pronounced undulation which may indeed become so
violent as to bewilder the listener's sense of
pitch. Tremolo is never an asset but a fault
which is distressing to any sensitive ear.6 1

59..

59 Ibid.

60Field-Hyde, Vocal Vibrato, Tremolo and Judder, p. 9.

61 Ibid., p. 10.
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Many singers, unfortunately, have a vibrato
which exceeds a semitone, often by a considerable
margin, and we then definitely have the Tremolo.6 2

Tremolo occurs, in my opinion, when the undu-
lations appear to the ear as a wobble between two
different pitches.63

As demonstrated in these excerpts, Field-Hyde employed the

terms tremolo and wobble interchangeably.

Physiology of tremolo.--In regard to the cause of

tremolo, Field-Hyde contradicted earlier vocal authorities'

theories.

In all the explanations of the cause of tremolo
that I have read or heard given by vocal author-
ities from Manuel Garcia onwards, it has been
attributed in all or in part to weakness in, or
lack of control over, the breathing muscles,
primarily the diaphragm. That I do not subscribe
to this, the commonly accepted explanation nowa-
days, is evident from my exposition over a number
of years of a different cause.6 4

Field-Hyde did not associate tremolo with respiratory cau-

sations. Likewise, Field-Hyde failed to correlate any

relationship between an unbalanced registration and the

undesirable tremolo.

The theory, too, that the forcing of the registers
of the voice is also a cause of tremolo is equally
untenable. One has only to observe the ease of
production, the agility and evenness of scales and
the facility throughout the upper range of the
voice in singers of the top rank who yet have a
determined tremolo, to realize that there is no

62 . p63 64Ibid., p. 31. Ibid., p. 25. Ibid., p. 10.
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necessary connexion between forced registers and
excessive vibrato.65

According to Field-Hyde, the tremolo is caused by the lack

of control over part or all of the voice mechanism. Tremolo

is evaluated as an involuntary action.6 6

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--Field-Hyde

offered specific treatments for the prevention and elimi-

nation of the tremolo. The emphasis lies in developing a

conscious control over the entire vocal musculature. The

singer must concentrate his efforts on reestablishing the

steadiness in his voice. He needs to master soft, straight

tones, progressing up to mezzo forte, straight tones.

A tremolo such as is now being considered can
seldom if ever be cured by simply trying to
steady the voice; it demands a much more drastic
treatment and the aim must be- to produce a tone
which shall be as straight and, if necessary, as
hard as a printer's rule! Artistic tone must not
be considered and all the results of previous
training must, if found necessary, be termporarily
sacrificed and any tone be tolerated by which the
voice can be recoupled to the will.6 7

Field-Hyde conceded that this structured remedy might take

months. However, dedication to the treatments lead to

total elimination of this deviant vibrato. "Real freedom

can from this state be ultimately established and all the

best attributes of the voice be restored--TREMOLO FREE."68

65 -66Ibid., p. 11. Ibid., p. 19.

67 ., 6 8Ibid. 37.Ibid., p. 33. Ibid. p.37
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Evaluation.--F. C. Field-Hyde pioneered a more prac-

tical and pedagogical approach to the problem of the deviant

tremolo. This study contributes possible solutions, if not

deemed too drastic, in correcting a tremolo. However, there

is little, if any, scientific basis for these methods.

Although the terminology is consistent with his own obser-

vations, the terms have failed to achieve universal accept-

ance. This leads to greater confusion in the literature.

Reid Studies--1950-1974

Distinctions in terminology.--In his work Bel Canto:

Principles and Practices, Cornelius Reid distinguished the

healthy and desirable voice movement, i.e., vocal vibrato,

from the faulty and retrogressive voice movements.69 The

tremolo represents one particular voice movement unfavorable

to artistic singing; wobble is the other offensive voice

movement. 70

It is wrong, therefore, not to distinguish be-
tween the various types of voice movement and
relate each to a separate causation. Failure to
recognize and distinguish the vibrato from its
opposites only leads to an acceptance of tone
qualities and habits of singing that are in them-
selves responsible for the continuance of the
tremolo and wobble.7 1

69
Reid, Bel Canto: Principles and Practices, p. 125.

70 Ibid., p. 129.

71 Ibid., p. 130.
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Reid made a clear distinction between the tremolo and

wobble,72 unlike such investigators as Stanley, Field-Hyde,

and Wilcox.

Definition and characteristic traits of tremolo.--From

Reid's recorded observations, tremolo is defined as an

irregular pulsation of more than 8 times per second. The

fluctuations in pitch are discerned to be somewhat erratic.

These pulsations vary in rate and not in extent with changes

. . .73in intensity.

Because the vibrato maintains a pitch fluctuation
of constant speed and periodicity the listener is
always impressed by a sense of beauty, ease, se-
curity, and resonance. The rhythmic pitch change
taking place with absolute regularity is entirely
inconspicuous. As the tremolo does not possess
these qualities, and because its pulsation is too
rapid, as well as deficient in amplitude [by this
he means extent), the listener is quickly and
pleasantly conscious of its motion.7 4

Physiology of tremolo.--Reid did not associate the

physiological cause of tremolo with vibrato. The tremolo

indicates imperfect conditions of the muscles involved in

phonation; these muscles are not working congruently and

75
cooperatively. "Whereas the vibrato is always the result

72 Ibid., p. 142: "As its name suggests, the wobble
heard in singing is a pitch change whose width and uneven-
ness of amplitude and periodicity are its distinguishing
features."

73 .74Ibid., p. 135. Ibid., pp. 138-139.

_Ibid. p. 129.
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of a correctly functioning mechanism, the tremolo usually

,76denotes the presence of throatiness. . . ." This throaty

production creates a fluttery action in the vocal mechanism.

It is this fluttering on a constrictor tension
that is heard in the tone as a tremolo. Closer
study usually betrays the presence of a tongue
and jaw movement which synchronizes perfectly
with the tonal flutter.

Muscles that should be relaxed during singing
become active, while those that should be active
remain passive. This absence of stability between
antagonistic groups of laryngeal muscles is re-
sponsible for a majority of the difficulties
encountered in singing. The throat, instead of
being free and pliable, becomes stiff and awkward,
and the singer experiences unbelievable diffi-
culty. . ..9"77

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--From his

teaching experience, Reid reported that the majority of

today's voices are troubled by either the tremolo or wobble.

The omnipresence of these undesirable vocal movements

. . . is the direct result of teaching procedures wholly at

variance with the principles of Bel Canto." The preceding

statements concurred with Reid's theory that "the vibrato

must never be trained or cultivated."7 9

76 Ibid., p. 127.

Ibid., pp. 139-140.

78 Ibid., p. 134.

79 Cornelius Reid, The Free Voice: A Guide to Natural
Singing (New York, 1972), p. 176.
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Cure for the tremolo emerges from the reversal of

improper functions in the voice mechanism. Removal of

muscular interference assists in correcting the unbalanced

coordination. Furthermore, close attention to the proper

registration and pure vowel quality aids in the elimination

of the problem tremolo.8 0

Once each register has been made to respond in
its natural manner, the tone quality will change
and all evidence of the tremolo will gradually
disappear. . . . By deliberately relaxing the
muscles of the neck, chest, shoulders, tongue
and jaw, the voice soon learns to repond quickly
and efficiently to the mental image. With these
conditions established there will no longer be
justification for a tonal flutter and the tremolo
is forever eliminated from the technique.8 1

Evaluation.--From Reid's account, voice teachers are

warned to sharpen their awareness of the faulty tremolo.

However, Reid's indictment that today's voice training

causes the tremolo is totally unfounded. Reid stated,

"There is every reason to believe that only after training

do these unpleasant voice movements become a part of the

singer's vocal equipment.82 Without substantial statistics

and scientific data to verify his view, this statement

becomes conjecture on the part of Reid.

Reid endeavored to isolate specific traits and causes

of the deviant vibratos, including the tremolo. Tremolo is

80 Reid, Bel Canto, p. 141.

81 82Ibid., p. 142. ~Ibid., p. 134.
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presented as an unhealthy function of the vocal mechanism.8 3

Singers suffering from a tremulous voice possess a hazardous

vocal technique.84 In Reid's estimation, "Seldom is the

voice suffering from a tremolo able to withstand the rigors

of an operatic season. . . .'"85 Although these statements

may be valid, Reid failed to support his position with

experimental evidence.

Frisell Study--1966

Comparison of the terms vibrato and tremolo.--Anthony

Frisell attempted to clarify a few vocal terms, including

vibrato and tremolo, in his book The Soprano Voice. Frisell

also distinguished the term tremolo from wobble. Frisell

described the vibrato as a desirable and essential component

of good singing. Whereas, the tremolo is presented as an

undesirable characteristic in voices. Voices with a tremolo

produce a quivering quality; a tremulous voice is perceived

as the product of a singer with a faulty and insecure

technique .86

Physiology of tremolo.--In Frisell's estimation, this

deviant form of vibrato ". . . is caused by an overburdening

8 3Ibid., p. 143.
84 Ibid., pp. 142-143.

85 Ibid., p. 143.

86 Anthony Frisell, The Soprano Voice (Boston, 1966),
p. 80.
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of the falsetto without using the stabilizing action of

the lower register."7 Tremolo induces muscular tension

affecting the tongue and jaw. Occasionally, the severe

cases exemplify ". . . an un-natural fluttering movement of

the larynx itself. " This is the same position advocated

by such vocal researchers as Stanley and Reid.

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--Frisell

endeavored to eliminate tremolos through ". . . breaking

down these tensions and constrictions by changing the vocal

method." Frisell advocated falsetto exercises, which blend

the registers, to correct the improperly applied tensions.

"When the registers are more closely blended the correct

diaphragm action can be applied and the tensions which have

been incorrectly placed on the tongue and jaw will be re-

leased."89 The tremolo ceases to exist.

Evaluation.--The works of Frisell represent the non-

mechanistic approach to the teaching of singing and the

correction of vocal problems such as tremolo. The exercises

and methods provided by Frisell are possible tools for cor-

recting the undesirable tremolo. However, his lack of

scientific knowledge about the tremolo may undermine the

reliability of these methods.

87 Ibid., pp. 79-80.

88 Ibid., p. 80.
89 Ibid.
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Vennard Study--1967

Terminology.--According to William Vennard in Singing:

the Mechanism and the Technic, the term tremolo applies to

any undesirable vocal vibrato. "When the vibrato becomes

irregular, or when it covers too great a range of pitch or

intensity, or when its frequency is too slow or too fast,

it becomes objectionable."9 0  A voice which lacks proper

control and balance in its musculature induces an undesirable

vibrato, or tremolo. The term tremolo is associated with

a fast or violent vibrato as well as a slow or irregular

vibrato.

Pedagogical methods to correct tremolo.--Correct pro-

duction remedies the faulty tremolo. From Vennard's

observations, "Any unnecessary tension, any forcing, any

unbalance of coordination may manifest itself in tremolo."9 2

Vennard viewed the tremolo as a serious vocal problem

requiring much patience to amend. "This can be cured, not

by a few tricks, but by gradually learning the correct

technic. When the singer is producing as he should, he will

have a normal vibrato."9 3

90William Vennard, Singing: the Mechanism and the
Technic (New York, 1967), p. 194.

91 Ibid., p. 195.
92 Ibid.

Ibid., p. 194.
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Support for Seashore's viewpoint of the term tremolo.--

Like Seashore and his associates, Vennard advocated that the

term tremolo should be discarded from vocal terminology.

According to Vennard, "One man's vibrato is another man's

tremolo."94 Therefore, the factor which determines the

desirability of vibrato is primarily esthetic.

Evaluation.--Vennard's position on the term tremolo is

criticized for its inconsistency. His widespread and var-

iable definition of the term augments the confusion within

the literature. The mentioning of specific characteristics

of the tremolo could have alleviated possible misunder-

standings.

Conclusions

In this survey of pertinent literature, reports of

vocal researchers have been examined to determine the

appropriate perspective of the term tremolo. Misunder-

standings and confusion surround the term. Diverse expla-

nations of tremolo are submitted to describe its distinctive

characteristics. Tremolo is subject to misapplications,

associating it with any or all undesirable, excessive forms

of vibrato. Investigators such as Seashore, Stanley,

Appelman, Bartholomew, Reid, and Vennard offer advice re-

garding the eradication of this deviant form of vibrato;

94 Ibid.
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their recommendations are often conflicting. Although

exposed to opposing interpretations, the term tremolo sur-

vives the continuous dispute. From this evaluation of the

literature, certain traits concerning tremolo emerge which

represent the opinions of the majority of those surveyed.

1. The tremolo is currently considered an unartis-
ic vibrato which deviates from the accepted
norms.

2. This deviant form of vibrato is unacceptable
to the critical ear in Western tradition.

3. Tremolo is associated with excessive extremes
of its components.

4. Tremolo is perceived as a fast rate of pul-
sation, averaging around 7 to 8 cps. (See
Appendix B, number 6)

5. These pulsations are generally irregular and
somewhat erratic.

6. The extent of the pulsations exceeds the de-
sirable margin, varying from narrow to wide
extremes. (See Appendix B, number 6)

7. Tremolo is sometimes regarded as an amplitude
modulation only. (See Appendix B, number 7)

8. Tremolo is usually attributed to an unbalanced
musculature, expressing itself in an ineffec-
tive vocal technic. (See Appendix B, number 8)

9. Muscular constriction, e.g., laryngeal tension
or abdominal tension, sometimes results in
producing a tremolo. (See Appendix B, number 8)

10. Tremolos are viewed as technical faults re-
quiring correction by vocal instructors.
Various pedagogical technics are recommended
to remedy the unartistic tremolo. (See Ap-
pendix B, number 9)



CHAPTER IV

CONCLUSION

Upon investigating this literature, a clear under-

standing emerged in regard to two vocal phenomena: artistic

vibrato and tremolo. Vocal researchers have accumulated

substantial data on vocal vibrato and tremolo, specifying

certain attributes regarding their nature. There is, how-

ever, still sufficient diversity of opinion which merits

further examination. This evaluation was intended to pro-

duce a proper perspective on vibrato and tremolo, eradicating

some of the confusion surrounding the terms.

Based on this survey, the artistic vibrato is considered

a desirable characteristic of voice quality. Therefore,

vocal vibrato is present in all celebrated voices of the

Western tradition. Certain properties distinguish artistic

vibrato from deviant forms, such as tremolo. These traits,

inherent in vocal vibrato, gravitate toward acceptable

norms. However, individual differences in the norms express

the interpretative quality of a performer. Nevertheless,

these elements generally lie within acceptable, artistic

limits.

The vocal phenomenon known as tremolo is deemed a

deviant vibrato, i.e., a vibrato which deviates from

82
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artistic norms. Although subject to diverse interpretations,

tremolo exists as a viable term in current vocal literature.

By the majority of those surveyed, tremolo is regarded as a

particular type of unartistic vibrato, distinguishable by

excessive extremes. Tremolo is usually considered a symptom

of an ineffectual vocal technic which results from various

causes. Elimination of this undesirable vibrato is consid-

ered a worthwhile endeavor of voice teachers.

From this correlation of pertinent literature, the

foregoing summaries were presented to clarify the distin-

guishing traits of the desirable vocal vibrato and the

undesirable tremolo. Concerning implications for future

research, additional examination in the following areas is

recommended: 1) physiology of vocal vibrato; 2) instruc-

tional methods for developing vocal vibrato; 3) physiology

of tremolo; 4) acoustical parameters of tremolo; 5) in-

structional methods for eliminating tremolo; 6) terminology

problems. Further verification should eventually be avail-

able for a more permanent and satisfactory understanding of

two vocal phenomena known as artistic vibrato and tremolo.



APPENDIX A

TABLE II

FREQUENCY MODULATIONS OF ARTISTIC VIBRATO

Rate Rate
Investigator (s) Average Range Extent

Schilling
1925

Gray
1926

J. Kwalwasser
1926

C. Seashore
1932

Metfessel
1932

H. Seashore
1932

Hirose
1934

Obata et al
1934

Tolmie
1934

Wolf, Stanley,
and Sette
1935

Muhlmann
1936

5-6/sec.

6-7/sec.

6.2/sec.
(men)
6.3/sec.
(women)

6.5/sec.

7/sec.

6.3/sec.

5/sec.

5-6/sec.

6.5/sec.

6/sec.

6.2 to
6.6/sec.

4-9/sec.

5-8/sec.

5.5 to
8.5/sec.

4.5 to
6.4/sec.

5-8 sec.

1/4 to
1/2 tone

1/10 to
over whole
step, 1/2
avg.

100 cents

. . .

about 1/2
tone

1/2 tone

84
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TABLE II--Continued

Rate Rate
Investigator(s) Average Range Extent

Schoen
1940

Curry
1940

Bartholomew
1942

Stanley
1945

Fields
1947

Sjostrom
1948

Corso and
Lewis
1950

Olson
1952

Oncley
1952

Winckel
1953

Brodnitz
1953

Gemelli et al
1954

Culver
1956

6/sec.

6-7/sec.

6-7/sec.

6-6.2/sec.

6.5/sec.

6/sec.

6.5/sec.

7/sec.

6-8/sec.

6.9-7/sec.

6-7/sec.

6-12/sec.

5-8/sec.

6-7/sec.

5.6 to
7.7/sec.

3-12/sec.

2-5/sec.

1/2 tone

1/2 tone
or more

about 1/2
tone

1/2 tone

about 1/4
tone

1/4 tone

1/2 to
whole

about 1/4
tone,
piano;
1/2, forte

no more
than 1/2
a tone

1/4 to 1/2
tone (up
to whole-
tone)
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TABLE II--Continued

Rateae
Investigator(s) Average Range Extent

Deutsch and
Clarkson
1959

Bjg6rklund
1960

Christy
1960

Pommez
1962

Taylor
1965

Luchsinger and
Arnold
1965

Mason and
Zemlin
1966

Vennard
1967

A.A.T.S.*

1969

E. Smith
1970

Large and
Iwata
1971

LaBelle
1973

Hamlet and
Palmer
1974

5-6/sec.

7-8/sec.

6/sec.

6.5/sec.

5-6/sec.

5/sec.

6-7/sec.

6.2 to
6.6/sec.

6.64/sec.

4.6/sec.

4.5 to
7.5/sec.

6-8/sec.

4.5 to
6.4/sec.

5 to
5.5/sec.

4.8 to
6.7/sec.

4.5 to
6.4/sec.

1/2 to
whole tone

1/2 tone

1/4
1/2

to
tone

1/2 tone

1/2 to
whole tone

up to
whole tone
or more

.6 to
tone

.8

1/2 tone
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TABLE TI--Continued

Rate Rate
Investigator (s) Average Range Extent

Reid 6.5/sec. 6.2 to slight
1974 7.1/sec. pitch var.

Alderson ... 4-8/sec. no more
1979 than 1/3

tone

Shipp 5.4/sec. 4.7 to 1/4 tone
1980 male 6.6/sec. av.

5.9/sec.
female

Sundberg 6/sec. and . . . slightly
1982 little under a

over 1/2 tone

*American Academy of Teachers of Singing



TABLE III

AMPLITUDE MODULATIONS OF ARTISTIC VIBRATO

Investigator (s) Rate Extent

C. Seashore
1932

Obata et al
1934

Tolmie
1934

Bartholomew
1942

Stanley
1945

Sjostrom
1948

Winckel
1953

Gemelli et al
1954

Bj0rklund
1960

Pommez
1962

Luchsinger and
Arnold 1965

Mason and Zemlin
1966

Hamlet and Palmer
1974

6.5/sec.

5-6/sec.

6-7/sec.

6-6.2/sec.

6/sec.

6-7/sec.

3-12/sec.
(range)

5-10/sec. plus
rapid mod. at
50/sec.

5/sec.

2-3 dB

2-3 dB

"appreciable"

5 dB (av.)
3-6 dB (range)

2-3 to 8-10 dB
(range)

about 5 dB

2-3 dB

2 dB (av.)
1-5 (range)

2-3 dB
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TABLE IV

POSSIBLE PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES OF ARTISTIC VIBRATO

Respiratory and
Abdominally Regulated Laryngeally Regulated

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Louis Graveure

Schilling

Tiff in

Weiss

Stetson

Wagner

Zantema and
Van den Berg

Appelman

E. Smith

Alderson

1920's

1925

1928

1930

1931

1932

1956

1967

1970

1979

Metfessel

Curry

Field-Hyde

Hartlieb

Zantema and
Van den Berg

Faaborg-Andersen,
and Vennard

Mason and Zemlin

Zemlin

Vennard, Hirano,
and Ohala

Zemlin, Mason, and
Holstead

1932

1940

1946

1953

1956

1964

1966

1968

1970

1971

Laryngeal- and
Neurally Regulated Respiratory Synergism

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Schoen

Seashore

1922

1931

1934

Wagner

Wolf, Stanley,
and Sette

Reid

1930

1935

1950

89

Tolmie

I . -
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TABLE IV--Continued

Laryngeal and
Neurally Regulated Respiratory Synergism

Investigator (s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Westerman 1938 Hartlieb 1953

Bartholomew 1942 Frisell 1966

Stanley 1945 Large and Iwata 1971

Christy 1961 Rushmore 1971

Vennard 1967 Alderson 1979

Fields 1977

Shipp, Leanderson,
and Sundberg 1980

Control Loop Theory

Investigator (s) Date

Fournier 1953

Sacerdote 1957

Deutsch and
Clarkson 1959

M. Smith 1972



TABLE V

PEDAGOGICAL METHODS FOR DEVELOPING VIBRATO

Investigator Date Recommendations

Seashore 1932 easy to develop vibrato in
voices; acquire a good scien-
tific background; work on ear
training exercises; develop
a good vocal technic; learn
to feel genuinely not arti-
ficially.

Wagner 1932 all ages can develop vibrato;
harness breathing musculature
(diaphragm action); utilize
rhythmic metronome drills;
use panting exercises to
establish rhythm; work on
vocal freedom.

Bartholomew 1937 vibrato may be brought under
voluntary control-however, it
is usually involuntarily or
unconsciously controlled;
maintain a large, pharyngeal
resonator.

Westerman 1938 work from a scientific ap-
proach; base all teaching
methods on physiological data.

Stanley 1945 train vibrato when certain
technical abilities are
achieved; instruct the proper
method of inhalation; feel
the thorax, diaphragm, and
vocal mechanism pulsating and
count these pulsations while
producing a tone; learn to
apply and reapply the phonated
sound; perfect rhythmic
quality.
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TABLE V--Continued

Investigator Date Recommendations

Field-Hyde 1946 learn how to control the
breath; work to achieve a co-
ordinated vocal technic.

Reid 1950 approach training from an
indirect manner only; estab-
lish a good vocal technic
with balanced registration
and vowel purity.

Bjdrklund 1961 develop vibrato through pro-
gressive steps of training;
learn to control vibrato and
harmonic structure in over-
tones.

Frisell 1966 develop the falsetto; work on
the registers to strengthen
and blend; learn to control
the breath.

Appelman 1967 work to control abdominal
musculature; establish an
even breath pressure in expi-
ration; utilize pulsated
exercises.

Vennard 1967 use indirect approach to im-
prove technical, emotional,
and musical controls of vi-
brato; utilize slow scales
and arpeggios.

Alderson 1979 work to achieve good breath
support; work to "spin" the
resonance of the voice.



APPENDIX B

TABLE VI

FREQUENCY MODULATIONS OF TREMOLO

Rate !Rate
Investigator(s) Average Range Extent

Wagner
1932

Tolmie
1934

Wolf, Stanley,
and Sette
1935

Muhlmann
1936

Bartholomew
1937

Curry
1940

Stanley
1945

Reid
1950

Brodnitz
1953

Luchsinger
and Arnold
1965

Peterson
1966

6-7/sec.

above
8/sec.

. . .1

exceeds
7/sec.

.1 . .

conspicuously
fast or slow

6.5 to above
8/sec.

7-10/sec.

slower or
faster than
6-7/sec.

5-7/sec.

7-11/sec. or
more

above 6 to
12/sec.

6.4-12/sec.

wide

more than
1/2 tone

narrow to
wide

wider range,
variable

narrow to
very wide

irregular

excessive

more than -
1/2 tone

great devi-
ation
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TABLE VI--Continued

Rate Rate
Investigator(s) Average Range Extent

Appelman exces- . . . exceeds 1/4
1967 sively to 1/2 tone,

fast uneven

Olson above . . . .
1967 7/sec.

Winckel . . . beyond 6 up .
1967 to 12/sec.

A.A.T.S.* above . . . perceptual
1969 average variance

rate

Rushmore as many . . . irregular
1971 as 8/sec. and uneven

Alderson above . . . above 1/3,
1979 8/sec. uneven

*American Academy of Teachers of Singing



TABLE VII

AMPLITUDE MODULATIONS OF TREMOLO

Investigator (s) Date Investigative Data

Curry 1940 more of an intensity than a
frequency modulation

Fuchs 1964 variable intensity

Luchsinger and 1965 wide fluctuations of vocal
Arnold intensity

Olson 1967 amplitude modulation only,
pulsating change in inten-
sity

Collins 1969 variation in loudness only

Coleman 1980 amplitude modulation only
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TABLE VIII

POSSIBLE PHYSIOLOGICAL CAUSES OF TREMOLO

Muscular Interference
(constriction or tension) Throaty Production

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Downing

Marchesi

Bartholomew

Wilcox

Stanley

Field-Hyde

Reid

Brodnitz

Christy

Fuchs

Frisell

Peterson

A.A.T.S.*

1927

1932

1942

1945

1945

1946

1950

1953

1961

1964

1966

1966

1969

Zay

Wagner

Curry

Stanley

Reid

Brodnitz

Rushmore

1917

1932

1940

1945

1950

1953

1971

Insufficient
Muscular Weakness Breath Support

Investigator (s) Date Investigator (s) Date

1927

1945

Zay

Wagner

Emil-Behnke

1917

1932

1945

96
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Unstable Insufficient
Laryngeal Position Breath Support

Investigator (s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Lehmann 1924 Stanley 1945

Marchesi 1932 Christy 1961

Field-Hyde 1946 Larbarraque 1963

Christy 1961 Fuchs 1966

Larbarraque 1963 Frisell 1966

Peterson 1966

Appelman 1967

A.A.T.S.* 1969

Rushmore 1971

Alderson 1979

Fluttering Motion Overall Poor Vocal Technic

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

1945

1950

1966

Lehman

Downing

Muhlmann

Field-Hyde

Christy

Larbarraque

Fuchs

Peterson

A.A.T.S .*

1924

1927

1936

1946

1961

1963

1964

1966

1969

Stanley

Reid

Frisell
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TABLE VIII--Continued

Singing by Imitation Fatigue

Investigator (s) Date Investigator (s) Date

Peterson 1966 Fuchs 1964

Peterson 1966

Muscular Deterioration
Emotional Instability (old age)

Investigator(s) Date Investigator(s) Date

Christy 1961 Marchesi 1932

Fuchs 1964 Field-Hyde 1946

Peterson 1966 Brodnitz 1953

Fuchs 1964

Rushmore 1971

Physical Impediment
(or deficiency)

Investigator(s) Date

Marchesi 1932
(heart, lung,
diaphragm)

Curry 1940
(abdomen, thorax)

Weiss
(heart, bronchi)

*American Academy of Teachers of Singing



TABLE IX

PEDAGOGICAL METHODS FOR ELIMINATING TREMOLO

Investigators) Date jIRecommendations
Zay

Proschowsky

Downing

Marchesi

Wagner

Wilcox

Emil-Behnke

Reid

Christy

1917

1923

1927

1932

1932

1945

1945

1950

1961

work on controlling breath;
place tone forward; loosen
jaw and throat.

use the trill to remedy the
tremolous ef f ect

work to achieve focus in
tone; improve the flow of
resonance; maintain free-
dom.

amend proper registration;
work to relax tension and
steady the larynz; sing in
correct tessitura.

work with rhythmic breath-
ing exercises; learn to
relax muscular tension in
tongue and jaw.

strengthen weaker muscles;
revert action of inter-
fering muscles.

correct the breathing
method to diaphragmatic
action; learn to economize
air flow; stabilize the
tongue.

stabilize and blend regis-
ters; maintain vowel
purity; correct muscular
interference.

achieve a free vocal tech-
nic; maintain a peaceful,
emotional state.
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TABLE IX--Continued

Investigator(s) Date Recommendations

Fuchs

Frisell

Peterson

Appelman

Vennard

Rushmore

Alderson

1964

1966

1966

1967

1967

1971

1979

take a good rest, use many
ways to cure -[was not spe-
cificj.

break down the tensions;
stabilize and blend regis-
ters; correct the breath
support.

employ breathing exercises;
use exercises which change
vowel, maintaining forward
resonance.

use exercises to increase
control of abdominal sup-
port; employ pulsated
drills; coordinate respi-
ration to phonation.

learn how to properly
coordinate breath to
laryngeal controls; con-
trol emotional factors;
release unnecessary ten-
sion in musculature.

utilize breathing exer-
cises; sing pianissimo
dynamics; maintain free
tone production.

use breath exercises;
train and control abdomi-
nal muscles.

i
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